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LESSON I.

INTRODUCTION TO IRRIGATION PRACTICE

The present reading course in irrigation practice

deals with irrigation in its agricul~1~al rather than in its

engineering phases. In general, the plantation agriculturists

and irrigation overseers in Hawaii are only Ind. i.rectly ini;.or'('lctc(l

in the cliscussions -preliminary to the. selection of a t;Yl?e of

dam suitable for local conditions, nor need they be familiar with

methods of main ditch locations and construction. Such work lies

in the field of the irrigation engineer, while the intelligent

and economic use of that water is the specific charge of the

agr icultur is t; the acre is the unit of the engineer, while the

ind.ividual plant must be the unit of the agriculturist. However,

these two fields are not entirely distinct. There are some

subjects such as methods of water measurement in the fiel~ and

problems in small ditch capacities Which are of interest to both

the engineer aln agriculturist. This material is included in the

present course.

No attempt to develop formulae is made in this r~~ding

course. Vfuen such expressions are necessary a citation will be

made to a simple derivation when the formula is rational and to

a non-technical discussion when empirical.

Although the course is designed primarily for

agriculturists in Hawaii, examples and illustrations will be

drawn from irrigation practice elsewhere. This will be

es:pecially true in a discussion of methods of land pre-paration

in Lesson IV, since some of the flooding methods used on the
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mainland may be applicable to plantation conditions. Other

illustrations of practice elsewhere, such as the depletion of

water resources on one hand and the destruction of valuable

land ,by over-irrigation on the other. may be valuable notes

of warning.

It is patently impossible for a reading course of

this nature to be monographic in character. Each of the

lessons might be elaborated into a bulk greater than that of

the entire course as now organized. At best it can be only

a guide to the independent study of parts of ~articular

interest.

This is especially true of the sections having to

do with soil moisture and with plant and water relations.

Here the authorities differ widely in interpretation and

conclusion. The sesections could have been pr epared 'with

more confidence ten years ago; many of the debated points m~y

be unquestionably established ten years hence.

The student is warned to differentiate carefully

between established fact, probability and speculation as the

evidence is presented in the follOWing pages.

The Challenge of Permanent Agricul ture Under Irrigation

Irrigation is a word to conjure with. Perhaps no

other word in the English language is so rich in connotations.

To the reader of romantic western novels the word immediately

suggests pr~erous, high ~roducing areas which s~ring into

being almost overnight in the heart of the desert. To a buyer

of securities during the early struggles of irrigation finance,
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the word too often means financial loss. To a community in

an arid region, which ~ossesses some water resources, the

word promises phenomenal increases in land prices. To a

plantation agriculturist the word suggosts dozen.'3 of unsolved

problems of immediate personal application. To the trained

investigator irrigation is a sciertce as exacting as its allied

ffelds of hydraulics, physics and plant physiology.

These widely separated points of view make develop

ment of interest in irrigation problems a slow process on the

mainland, but irrigation is too vital in Hawaii to be ignored.

\Vhen the nearest irrigation enterprise, except lawns and

gardens, is a thousand miles away, thinking people in humid

areas may be excused for lack of interest in the theoretical

considerations of soil-moisture movement and relative rates

of transpiration. Problems of irrigation finance are of slight

appeal to the average citizen. - But the problem involved in

creating a permanent agriCUlture under irrigation is serious

enough to demand the sympathy and help of all.

In 1901 and 1902 during a campaign which ended in the

passing of the Reclamation Act by Congress, opponents of this

measure insisted that agriculture under irrigation could not be

lasting. They demanded t~2t supporters of the proposed

Reclamation Act recall a single irrigation enterprise which had
.

proven permanent. The ruins of prehistoric irrigation works in

Mesopotamia, China end Central America were offered as evidence

of the fact that the agricult ure and consequently, the

civilizations vmich had been based upon irrigation, had been

failures. Upon this insufficient evidence was raised the doctrIne

-6-
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of impermanence of irrigated agriculture.

And this o~inion was not held e~clusively by those

inex~ rienced in agri cul ture or by those who for political

or selfish reasons wished Feder,li support for irrig.ation

development withdrawn. In 1918, one high in the United

states Department of Agriculture in Washington had the

following statement r~ad into the minutes of a hearing

before the Commi ttee on' Expenditures of the department, "r
will even go so far a~ to say, wlmt I have said before,

t~~t as far as I know, there has never been any long con

tinn.ed sllccessful irrigated agriculture in My arid climate

anywhere in the world."

It must be admitted that the challenge remains

unanswered; for although extensive irrigation on the mainland

began only about 80 years ago, some deterioration of land

which must be charged against irrigation has been noted.

Brown reports that "the most 'Productive lands of these

(irrigated) regions and those 'Nhlch were first brought under

cultivation are, in many instances, now abandoned or fit only

for wet pasturage. 1t In sooe particular'locations damage to

irrigated lands has been caused by an accumulation of alkali

which has rendered the lru1ds un~roductive. In other cases,

areas irrigated by the recovery of underground waters b~ve

been abandoned because of the exhaustion of ~uter resources

which represented the accumulation of centuries.

But in most cases the deterioration of agricultural

lands under irrigation can be traced to an excessi ve use of

irrigation water ani to the creation of a high water table
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with its consequent difficulties. During any early period of

irrigation, water is abundant and cheap. There is no

necessity for careful use; there is no cillar understanding of

the principles which make for the economic use of water.

Recent researches give some evidence of the

relations between irrigation and plant growth; water

shortages both real and imminent have made for a more

conservati ve us e of eXisting resources; the dangers of a

local high water table have been too plainly demonstrated to

permit excessive application. With our present knowledge of

the mechanics of soil-moisture and with our present high

(>.sDstR of .irrigation water, we may hope for no increase in

the abandoned area. Furthermore, many drainage engineers

believe that much of the land now abandoned may be reclaimed

for agriculture when economic necessity is apparent.

The islands of the Hawaiian group are remarkably

free from the dangers of over~irrigationwhich have threatened

most irrigated areas. Here land is of such high ~roducing

cc.pacity when irrigated that exce'ssive irrigation of local

areas is economically improbable. This fact, coupled with

the usual adequate surface and sub-surface drainage,

minimizes the danger which is ever present in less favored

irrigated districts.

Elemental Conceptions of Water Rights

Successful irrigation farming on arid lands depends

largely upon the permanence of tIre water supply used by the

indiVidual. No farmer nor corporation. would be justified in

the investment of time and money required in the construction
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of cal~ls and the preparation of land for the application of

irrigation wuter unless that farmer or corporation were

convim ed of a right to water in the future. In areas where

land is of little value for agriculture without water and of

great producing ability if irrigated, the vGlue of land may

be rreasured, to a great extent, by the validity of an

individ~~lTs claim to a share in the insufficient water

supply in the area. A water right is legal assurance granted

to c.U1. indi viduoJ. that his use of water from a given source

may be ~ermanent Gnd unaffected by future development. It is

not to be considered as a guarantee that the specified amount

will be available for delivery nor that the specified amount

is sufficient for the area to be irrigated.

Contentions over the legali ty of certain claimed

water rights ~re as old as irrigation history. Widstoe,

quoting Carpenter in nprinciple,s of Irrigation Practice, n

6ives the word lTrivals ll as derived from the Latin Tlri1TUs Tl

meaning all artificial V!2.ter cht.\.i1.nel or d1 tch; users from the

same channel were'Tlriv[;,ls.TT The i'mplication of ancient

controversies over water rights is eVident.

The subject of water rights is more complicated

than any other class of property right and although the laws

of the ffialW states vary widely among theoselves, the basic

legal conceptions of the su.bject are co"mmon to all.

R. P. Teele gives the following basic Je gal

conceptions of vlater law upon which the most western states

agree:

The use of streams and other surface vIater supplies
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for irrigation and like pu~oses is subject to control by the

states.

Nater nay be taken from streams and other sources

for irrigation and otl1er purposes but only in accordance with

state laws. This is k110wn as the right of appropriation.

Actual use of water is a necessary step in the

holding of a right and when the use ceases, the right is

abandoned or ·forfeited. That is, no one may acquire a right

to water, 5.nd hold it without actuolly using the water,

e1 ther immediately or within a reasonable time thereafter.
;

This is known as the doctrine of beneficial use.

Among users of the same source, the first in time

is the first in right. When there is not enough water for

all, the rights are supplied in the order of the dates upon

which they were acquired. This is blown as the doctrine of

priori ty.

In many states the undisputed use of water for a

term of years, regardless of its ~ource, may establish a

tenable right. Such a right is a T;lrescribed right; it is

gained under the doctrine of prescri~tion.

Some states, esuecially those most directly

influenced by English law, recognize riparian rights as well

as those of appropriation. A riparian right is the right to

use water from a streDm which flows' through or along the

borders 0 f the 1 and. invo 1ved. In such cases use o.oe s not

create nor disuse destroy the right. Vfuen riparian rights

are reco;:'nized, each owner of ripari2n. laYlds has the right

to make any reasonable use of the water in the stream as

-10-



long as thnt use do es no t in terfere wi th similar right s of

others. The doctrine of ripa.rian rig.l),ts had its origin upon

streams used for the generation 0 f power am is patently

unsuited as a basis for irrigation law. The complications

aris ing from an effort to conform to the doc trines of

appropriation and riparirn rights, at the same time, are

ap-parent.

The philosophy of water law in use in continental

United states is quite distinct from that in force in Hawaii

and is not to be confused with local practice. Here, water

ownership is, in general, much more clearly defined ?~d the

subject is relatively free from legal complexities.

In the day s of the early Hawaiian monarchy natural

resources vvere cons idered as the pro perty of the king and

subject to his distribution. Favored chiefs received more or

less definite grants of lam, celled ahupuaas. These were

usually long narrow strips, extending from the mountains to

the sea and bounded by such topographical features that

natural drainage made the water resources of each grant

easily determinable. Further subdivis ion la:l in the hands

of the chief, he being able to allot small tracts of land,

or kulinnas, to 1nd.i vidu_als for the growing of taro. The

tenure of the indi vidual on the kuliann de-pemed upon the

pleasure of the chief, while the chief might be removed from

the ahupuaa by the king.

Since ·the taro-growing kulianas were of little value

withou t water, the water resources of the ahupuaa were

distributed amor~ tImm in accordance with a time schedule,
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each tract using the entire flow for a period commensurate

with its size. Scattered records ~~d ~gend seem to show

tha t this distri button was rather highly organized., off! cers

similar to the water masters on some modern projects

enforcing equitable division of the available water.

~is simple system was completely changed by

ICamehamehn III in about 1845. Land title s were nnde

permanent at this time and by satisfying certain conditions

of the newly este.blished Land Commission, chiefs were able

to establish Ie g.:U. ownershi:p of the ir ahupuaas, while

individuals gaiued title to their smaller areas.

Althou~ the decree of land division, or the Grand.

Mahele, dealt chiefly with land titles, it has been tacitly

understood that the existing water rights at the time of the

Mahele were subject to the same division. Consequently the

owner of an ahupuaa became owner of the water wi thin that

drainage basin exce'Pt for the necessity of supplying

'l?8. tented kulianas with the ir usual and required amount.

Since that time water rights have been considered as

appurtenant to the land, al thoueP there is no necessity of

using the water upon the s~ecified tract.

Distribution was so effected at the time of the

mahele that one-third of the lWld, together with its water

resources, remained in th e hands of. the king. The king r s

lands were again diVided, one-half becoming his personal

property and one-half the property of the crown. Crown

lands subsequently became the property of the Territory of

Hawaii and are now administered by its properly appointed
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officers. In gellere.1., the water resources of territorial

lands are leased for discrete periods to responsible parties

upon terms established. at public uuction.

As has been indicated, other water rights are

:private pro-perty md may be bought or leased, along with the

lands to which they are ~ppurtenant.

The use of underground. water is not, at present,

subject to the le gal restrictions involved in the use of

surface ~aters. In ~rinciple, rights to underground waters

are subject to the sa~e interpretation as surface streams

when they flow in definite and well established water courses.

Evidence of such a condition is diffi~~lt to secure, especially

in Hawaii where the 11ft ture of the unl erlying la va tends to

-promot e diffuse perco 1 at ion.

In general, water rights in Hawaii are well defined

and controversies are relu.tively ir..frequel1t. If ancient

ahupuaas h::.d run parallel vlith t..~e shore line, so that each

one contained a part of many draLlage basins, the situa.tion

would. d.oubtlessly be much more complex.

The Futur e at: Irrigation Development

Modem irrigation development, es.'tE cially u1?on

Hawaii, is a costly ..md complicated. venture involving an

accurate knovlledge of the land's potential ']:lI'oducing ability,

probable prices to be secured for crops, and t..he cost of

transportation to large centers of consumption. In general,

irrigation fanning can only be just ifi ed if a local derrand is
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to be supplie'd or if the yields to be secured from the

enterprise cnn be expected to exceed the yields Obtained

from more fuvorably located lruns to such ~~ extent that

trans POI' tation and l1anol ing charges C 20n be absorbed f:illd a

pro fit le ft in the hands of the irrigator. The days when a

f.1an VI ith a shovel and boundle ss will coul d bring a barren

tract into fruitfulness ~nd make himself economically

inde:)end ent are €;one.

There iss Ome evidenc e that ir rigated land suitabl e

for highly diversified agriculture has a greater ~p:peal to

proponents of intensive culture than it has to producers of

staple crops of great marketability. As a result 1 a temporary

overproduction of these highly specialized crops is now

threatened.. The number of people undertaking the growing of

crops of limited marl~tability is too often measured by the

optinism of neYlCOrners z-.lnd. ~~romoters and no t by an economic

demand which must be satisfied.

Due to the vlorld-wide sug3.r market, Havvaii is rather

free from local overproduction of its most important irrigated

crop. Other regula~inb factors, however, exist. Most of the

easily available water lJas already been developed for irrigation

and it is highly probable that further development will be at an

ever increasi1~ cost per unit Quantity of water. In this way

irri~.tion develop~ent in Haw~ii,as elsewhere, will gradually
"

approach a limit, no t necessar ily because potential irrigation

resources are fully utilized but because further utilization

is unpr ofi table.
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LESSOIT II

THE MEA.SURElvIENT 0 F IRRIGATION WATER

The accurate measurement of irrigation water is

essential for its highest use in irrigation, since the proper

distribution of a given amotL~t between areas of different

water requirements is possible only when such measurements

are made. Water measurement in studies of a cropts response

to irrigation is patently necessary, mile such measurement

is essential in a study of transmission losses in any given

irrigation system.

Water measurement by methods which are useful in

the field should not be regarded as an exact procedure. Even

under laboratory conditions where hyaranli c factors are

carefully controlled, surprising ani unexplailmble variations

in results occur under conditions which are supposedly similar.

In the field where the velocity of the water as it enters the

measuring device may be subject to considerable variation and

where other modifications in hydraulic conditions may be

expected such as those occasioned by the deposition of silt

above the deVice, the dep~rture of the measured discharge

from the true Quantity mc.y be relatively great.

Errors /~s great as five percent of the true quant-ity

may be anticipated with weirs, al though the use of these

structures is co~~only assumed to be our most accurate method

of field measur ement • Error s wi th 0 ther devi ces may be larger,

although the nature of the possible errors involved with such

structures as the submerged orifice ~~kes it impossible to
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sot a. limit as to their probable accuraoy.

Field measurements of rates of flow are rarely, if

ever, more aocurate than may be expressed by three significant

fi&ru.res.. In fact, weir nnd orifice tables are ordinarily

limited to this refinement. Computations of volumes obtained

by multiplying a rate of flow by a time unit cannot be more

accurate than either of the factors involved. ConseQuently

the product should be expressed with no more significant

figures than occur in the least accurate factor. To report

the result of the entire mUltiplication may give a false sense

of sccur i ty •

Units,of Water Measurement

Rates of FloVl

Cubic foot per second (c.f.s.). This unit represents the

rate of flo~ reqUired to fill a vessel with a capacity of

one cubic foot, in one second. Since the rate of discharge

always equals the cross seotional area of a stream times

its mean velocity, the cubic ~oot ~er second is sometimes

defined as the eQuivalent of a stream one foot Wide and

one foot deep flOWing with a mean veloci ty of one foot

per second. Second-foot ani cusec (in British colonies)

are other names for ·this unit.

Gallon per minute (g.p.m.). Since many irrigators receive

their water supply from pumps, the discharges of which ~re

ordinarily reported in terms of gallons per minute, this

is sometimes a convenient unit to use. One cubic foot per

second is approximately 450 gallons per minute.
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Millions of gallons per day (M.G.D.)~ Some large

displacement pumps are reported in this unit, especially

when they are to be used for municipal water supply.

The first pumps used in Hawaii for sugar cane irrigation

were apparentl,Y described in terms of this uni t and the

use of this unit has become practically universal. One

million gallons per day is approximately e~ivalent to

1.55 c.f.s.

Millions of gallons per 10 hours. This is a larger unit

for rates of flow am is. of course, eqUivalent to

24/10 M.G.D. It is not used in irrigation work outside

the Terri tory of Hawaii.

One man's water. This is a variable unit and is of

little value in qaantitative irrigation work. It is

supposedly eepal to the amount of water that a man can

effectively handle in irrigating sugar cane.

Quantity

Acre foot.. This' is the equivalent of a body of water one

acre in area and one foot deep or 43,560 cubic feet. One

cubic foot ~er second, 450 gallons per minute or 0.646

million gallons per day running continuously for twelve

hours 'ltJill supply ap~roximately one acre foot.

Acre Inch. This is one-twelfth of one acre foot. One

cubic foot per second or an eqUivalent rate of flow,

running continuously for one hour will supply one acre

inch.

One Million Gallons. This unit which needs no definition

is equivalent to 3.06 acre feet.
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Transversion Factors

The following table will be found useful in.

changing the expression of a quantity of water from one of

the s e uni ts to ano ther :

.. · · M.G. ·· · · ·· per ..· ·· .. • · 10 :Acre :Acre · Million· · · · ·:c.f.s.:G.P.M.:M.G.D. :hours :Feet : Inch Gallons
1 · .. · :1 in :1 in · 1 in 37· · · ·c.t.s.: .. · :12 :1 · hours· · ·equals: 450:0.646 :0.269 :hours:hour ..·1 · · :1 in :1 in 1 in• ·G.P.M.: 1 · · · .: 5, 400 :4~0 · 16,500· · · ·equals: 450 · ---:0.00144: .0006:hours:hours: hours·1 · • · :1 in :1 in · 1 in• · · ·M.G.D. : · · :7."14 :0.65 · 24· · ·equals: 1.55 "100: :0.416 :hours :hours: hours
I M.G.: .. · · ·· · · ·:per 10 : · :1 in :1 in .. 1 in· ·hours · · :3.24 :0.27 · 10· · •
eguals: 3.72 1,680:2.4 .. :hours :hours: hours·1
Acre .. .. ·· · ·Foot .. : 12 .. 0.326· , ·1 · · · .. 1 ·· · · · ·Acre : · 12 ·· ·Inch :acre

:foot : · 0.0271·1 ..·Mil. : ··Gals. 3.06 : 36.9 :

Weirs

A weir is one of the simple-st end most accurate means

of measuring irrigation water on the plantation. Unfortunately,

local conditions often p'rohibit its use. Although the word

originally meant any sort of a dam or barrier in a stream, its

use is now limited to such barriers as have been modified to

:permit the measurement of the water flowing over them. A

modern weir as adapted to' use in a small irrigation canal is a
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water tight bulkhead placed across the stream, the water

passing in c relatively thin sheet over the top of the

bulkhead or t:b..rough a notch cut for that purpose. The

openine; is called the weir notch •. The de:pth of vlater

:pouring through this no tch is the measure of the amount of

water in the s trearn. The ari ihmetical relati on between depth,

or 11he ad" , and discharge is usually qUite complex, tables

being provided for the rapid and accurate determination of

the rate of flow when the measured depth is known. In some

cases the weir bulkhe ad is placed in a short secti on of flume

and the structure is called D..weir box; in others it is

placed directly across an earthen ditch section and is

inde-pendent of any other structure. The method of weir

measurement remains the same in either case.

There are certain conditions which must be observed

before a weir can be used for the accurate measurement of

water, ~f only ordinary tables are available. In general, it

may be said that the "weir crest", or bottom of· the weir notch,

should be so short that the amount of water to be measured will

never give a depth of less than two inches over the crest, and

long enough that the depth will never be more than one-third

of the length of the crest. Care should also be t~ken to see

that the weir crest is long enough so that the water can pour

through t he no tch without having to bac k up in the channel to

a grea~er height than can be done with safety to the ditch

bank. A number of other conditions are usually laid down as

neceBsary for the weir. The most important of these are as

follows:
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1. The weir crest or bottom of the weir notch must be

abso lute ly le vel.

,2. The water passing eN er the weir must have a free

"overfall". If the water in the ditch below the weir is

allowed to rise to S'J.oh a height that this free fall is not

possible, the weir is said to be submerged. Measurements

made on a submerged weir are unreliable unless complicated

corrections are introduced.

3. The distance from the crest of the weir to the bottom

of the canal or to the floor of the weir box above the weir

crest need only be great enough to check the velocity of.water

flowing in the bottom of the stream, say about 0.5 toot for

sl:12.l1 we irs.

4. The distance from the ends of the weir crest to the

sides of the weir box or canal or ditch should be about twice

the depth of the water on the weir, or, say from ten to twelve

inches in the case of a weir with an eighteen inch crest

measuring about two cubic feet ~er second.

5. The bottom and sides of the weir notch should have a

narrow edge. The use of a galvanized iron crest to give such

a narrow edge is quite common e.nd very satisfactory but not

. necessary. Sometimes thin pieces of strap iron are fastened on

the up-stream side of the weir no tcll. In other cases the board

in which the weir notch is cut is merely beveled on the down

strer.m s1 de to a crest thickness of one-eighth or one-quarter

of'an inch.

6. Water should not be allowed to approach the weir with

a velocity exceeding six inches· per second. AlSO, it should
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flow to the weir in a smooth stream free from eddies or

swirls. Both of these conditions are most easily met by

placing the weir in a straight section of the ditch and, when

necessary, by ~lacing baffle boards across the channel.

7. The de~th of water on the weir crest must be measured

sufficiently above the weir to be free from the downward curve

of the water as it passes over the weir. For convenience in

making this measurement of depth a stake with its top 2vel

with the crest of the v'leir is usually set at one side of the

ditch two or three feet above the weir, the measurements of

depth being made from the top of this stake to the surface of

the vlater.

It will be noted from these conditions that the

'weir is not a suitable means of measuring water under all

conditions. In ditches where the grade is very slight, placing

a bulkhe ad acros s a stree.ffi and raising the le vel of the Via ter

above the weir often re~llts in a break in the ditch bank. In

such cuses it is also difficult to keep the weir from becoming

submerged.

In streams heaVily laden with silt the weir is not

a practical means of measurement, since reducin7 the velocity

of the water to the point necessary for weir measurement soon

precipit ates sU.ch a quanti ty of solid mtter above the weir

that suitable weir conditions no longer exist.

Weir Hotches

,A,lthou2:h weir notches of many shn:pes have been

proposed from time to time by engineers who have hoped to

simplify methods of \~ter measurement, the notches used in
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irrigation ~ractice are limited to three common types. These

are the recta~~lar notch, the Cipolletti notch and the

triangular notch.

The hydraulic characteristics of each of these

notches have been carefUlly studied by Victor M. Cone at the

hydraulic laboratory of the U. S. Department of Agriculture

at Fort Collins, Colorado. Although it is theoretically

possible to compute the discharge through a notch of, any of

the common shapes by the principles of hydraulics and the

integral calculus, Cone finds that such rational computations
..'

do not adequately represent the real performance of the notch.

His weir tables are therefore based upon actual volumetric

determination, the discharge at a given and carefully maintained

head being colle cted in a large tank and. measured after a given

time interval. By computation he secures the rate of discharge

durir~ that time interval, this figure being used in the pre

paration of his discharge table s. The empirical relation

between head and discnargeas provided by Cone is mathematically

complex. A table 0 f logarithIDs and s orne skill in ar i thme tic

manipulation is required un1e ss a table in which the se

computations are ~~ready made is at hand. Such tables are

provided in Furmers r Bulletin 813, "Construction nnd Use of

Farm rreirs tJ by Victor M. Cone. A copy of the bulletin should.

be in the hanCls of ever:;, irrigation overseer cnd agriculturist.

They can be had wi thou t charge by addressi!1€" Division of

Agricultural Engineering, Bureau of Public Roads, U. S.

Depm'tment of Agricul ture, Box 180, Berkeley, Cal ifornia.
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Rectangular Noteh

This notch is the earliest form used in experimental

work and is today the most popular in irrigation measurement ..

It consists of a level crest, of a length determined by the

quantity to be measured, and sides which meet the crest as

exactly 900 .. It is easily constructed with tools ordinarily

at hand and may be easily checked for accuracy when installed ..

Cipolletti Notch

The Cipolletti weir is trapezoidal in shape, the

orest being level. The s.id es are not vertical but slope

outward on a 1 to 4 slope. The shape was first proposed by

an Italian engineer who believed that discharge would be

directly proper tional to crest length Vi ith such a notch. In·

such a case all weir tables except that for un! t length might

be abolished. Subsequent work however has demonstrated that

this assumption is no more true for the trapezoidal notch

than for the rectangular shape. The Cipolletti notch is more

difficul t to construct than the rectangular not ch and since

it doe s not ha ve th e advant age originally oredited to It, it

is ra~idly boing out of use. Cone's bulletin carries disoharge

tables for the Cipolletti weir for the use of irrigators who

already have weirs 0 f this type.

Triangular Notch

The triangular notch ordinarily used in irrigation

practice carries an angle of 90° and is so installed that the

bisector of the angle is vertioal. Since the crest length Is

zero, only one discharge table is required. This is prOVided

in Cone's bulletin, cited above.



Notches of this type are eS'Pecially ad.c.pted to the

met?surement of rela tively small flows, since for such heads a

sl ight error in observation of depth in the not ch may be

insignificant in the determination of the discharge. The

advantage disappears as the flow increases. Since small

flows cannot be accurately measured with either the rectangular

or Cipolletti notch, the triangular weir finds its greatest

usefulness in that range of discharges in which it gives the

greatest ~romise of accuracy.

Submerged Orifices

In cases where the grade of ditch is so flat that

the required free fall over a weir can not be ensily obtained,

and in cases where the waters are so heavily charged with silt

that there is dr.nger of a weir pond. sil ting up, some tY'Pe of

SUbmerged orifice is commonly used.

The measurement of water through or ifices has long

been common in irrigation 'Practice and various forms of

orifices have been d.evelo];E d.. The essential condition in the

use of an orifice, eliminating the question of far-m, is that

the water on the up-stream side of the orifice shall completely

submerge it. If, when in use, the surface of the water on the

lower side of the orifice is below the bottom thereof, the

orifice is said. to hEve a free discharge. If the surface of the

water on the lower side of the orifice is above the top of the

orifice, completely submerging it, it is classed as a SUbmerged

orifice. Except in the case of the miner's inch box as used on

the me-inland Dna. willc h is really but a form of orifice with
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free discharge, use of the orifice in irrigation practice is

mainly confined to the submerged form.

Submerged orifices as used can be divided into two

general types, viz: those with orifices of fixed dimensions

and those built so that the height of the opening may be

varied. Orifices of fixed dimensions are usually made with

sharp edges similar to the crest of a weir. The most usual

type at' adjustable orifice is the simple head gate, the

height of opening and loss of .head being adjusted to the

~ amount which it,is desired to turn out and to the loss of

I; head available. Of these two tY'Pes, the sharp-edged or ifice
r
l of fixed dimensions is much the more accurate in practice.
f

With either of these types of submerged orifices,

the quantity of water passing through the orifice is measured

by the difference in water level above and below the orifice.

Such a difference in water level always exists in devices of

this sort. This difference in water level is commonly called

the "d.ifference in head" or "10 ss of head." The small "h" is

usually used to represent this difference.

The amount of water which passes through a submerged

orifice of fixed dimensions increases but not directly as "hI!

increases. Theoretically, if "h" could. be irdefinitely

increased., any quantity of water could be passed through an

orifice with an are~ of one square foot. Practical difficulties

make it impossible for this d.ifference in head in small ditches

ever to become larger than about eighteen inches. In ditches

on very flat grades this difference in head can not become more

than four or five inches without endangering the ditch bank
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above the orifice.

In cases vhere sufficient discharge can not be

obtained through the or if ice with the los s in l::e ad that

is permissible, a larger orif'ice may be used. With a

given difference in head, the discharge as a first

approximation may be considered as directly proportional

to the area of the orifice and unreasonable difference

in head can be reduced by increasing this area.

Computation of Discharge
Through Submerged Orifices

As has been indicated the disc~~rge through

any orifice, when it is completely submerged, is a

function of the area of the orific:e and. the d.ifference

in head. acting upon the orifice. The computation for

discharge may be read.ily made by use of the follo~ng

equation.

Q, :: A x C :x 2'\.tg'h'

v\'here Q, ::' Discharge' in c.f.s.

A =The area of the orifice in square

feet.

C = A coefficient of discharge r..aving

a value of about 0.61 for metal-

faced. openings with full contrac-

tion.
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g =The aooeleration of gravity =32.2

feet per second per second.

h =Differenoe of head in feet.

The greatest source of error in the use of

this formula lies in selecting the proper value of C.

The U. S. Reclamation Service uses a value of 0.61

for C when the orifice is metal-faced and provided

with complete side ~~d bottom contractions. There is

some reason to believe that this value should increase

as the contraotions are reduced or eliminated.

Adjustable submerged orifices of the headgate

type are not used in Hawqii. The value of C witt. this

type of orifice is reported as decreasing with the area

of the opening.

The Venturi Meter

This device is based upon unquestioned hydrau

li~ and when accurately m~~ufactured, calibrated

and installed is capable of great precision in

measurement. The device is based upon Bernoulli ts

theorem. The stream to be measured is introduced
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into a converging section of a closed conduit, through a throat

of relatively small ero ss secti on and. then into a third

diverging section. Piezometer tubes in the converging section

and in the throa t indicate the 'Pre ssur e head. lost by the

increase in velocity due to the constricted cross section in

the throat. Such differenc e of pressur e then becoIre s functions

of the velocity through the throat and consequently functions

of the discharge.

It is evident that the Venturi meter is adapted only

to flovsunder pressure. It consequently finds its greatest field

in Hawaii in the measurement of pump discharges. Ingenious

recording attachments for Venturi meters are available. These

devices not only do away with the necessity of personally

measuring the pressure loss between the points of measurement

but also interpret the existing pressure loss in terms of rate

of flow. they also keep a graphic reCbrd of such changes of

rate.

At one time the Builder's Foundry at Providence,

Rhode Island. designed a Venturi meter for the measurement of

water delivered from a main gravity ditch to a lateral. This

adaptation did not prove practical and is now rarely used.

The Venturi meter is costly illld heavy. The recording

deVice is elaborate and requires considerable attendance. When

props rly installed it is more accurate than most water

measuring devices.

The Venturi Flume

The Venturi flume is an adaptation of the hydraulic
..,,, 'L q



:pI' inciple s of the Venturi m.eter to the conditions of the open
r

ofditch. In its original form the Ve-ntur i flume consisted

three sections of flume on n level floor. The first section was

converging, the walls of the middle section were parallel,

while the third section was clivergent. From the hyclraulics of

the Venturi meter it was believed that as a stream ~assecl from

the converging section to the parallel section, velocity head

would be gained at the ex~ense of pressure head ani the water

level in the parallel section -."lould be lower than in the

converging section. Furthermore, the loss of head between

these points might be assumed to measure the clischarge through

the device. This spa cnlation was verified by experimental work

under the direction of R. L. Parshall at Fort Collins, Colorado.

The practical difficulty with the old--type-of-Venturl- flume was

the extreme care required in the measurement lof the water levels

in the convergil~ section and in the throat. Since this

difference was often less than one eighth of an inch, the

accurac~~ required in trJ.6 two readings ~ractically eliminated

the device from field use.

A modification of the original flume has been

perfected by Mr. ?arshz.ll. The new device is cal-Ie-d the

Improved. Venturi Flume. Although it abandons the rational

conception of the Venturi meter snd the original Venturi flume,

it does perform with surprisir~ accuracy. It promises to find

a useful field in irrigation water measurement. In the improved

fl~me the floor is no longer level throughout its length but

breaks sharply downward at the end of the converging section

until at the beginning of the diverging section the floor is
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nine inches below the level of the intake section. At this

point tte floor slopes upward again until at the outlet it is

three inches belm;"l the floor 0 f the intake sect ion.

Only one point of measurement is required, this being

at a point in the intake section one third of the distance from

intake to the throat. The discharge through the flume is

ob tained from a table.

The new flume possesses certain valuable advantages

in addition to its accuracy which is of about the same order

as that of a well 'built weir. It has no moving parts to require

attention. It can operate accurately with a much smaller loss

of head than can a weir of similar capo. oi ty. There is no

tendency for the device to clog when used with water heavily

charged with silt, since the velocity of the water is increased

during passage t~xough the device aiu scourging action effected.

The Improved Venturi flume has been tested by engineers·

of the Division of Water Rights of the state of California and

bas been adopted by them as a sta..'1.darcl device for Qeasur ing

water.

Tables of discharge and working drawings for this

device in its nBny sizes may be obtained from the Experiment

Station of the H. S. P. A. .

The Rated Section

The rated section may be any flt~e, box or ditch sec

tion in which the height of water on an arbitrarily established

gage may be evidence of the omount of water flowing at the time

of observation. The determination of the relation between gage

height and discharge is called ITrating the section," the future

accuracy of observations made upon the section being determined
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pri~rily by the care used in rating. When a section is

adequately rated, ~ r~ting curve indicates thd discharge

through the rated section for eve~J ~robable gage height.

Such a curve may be used in conjunction with a rated section

in the s£~me manner as a weir table is used with a weir.

It is evident that the rating of the section

requires the use of some other measuring device. The current

meter is ordinarily used for this ~urpose. This device, in

skillful handS, furnishes 8, close approximation of the mean

velocity of the strea~ in question, while this velocity

multiplied by the cross sectional area ~7ive the discharge in

c. f. s. Noting the ga.ge height corresponding to this discharge

furnishes one point on the rating curve.

Under usual conditions in the field the ~ermanence of

the relation between gage height ,nd iischarge dem~ds a control

of some sort below the gaging station. This may be a low dam

a~ross the stre~u or a long length of lined ditch section. In

the case of a natural stream it may be a rock outcrop or a lava

dyke. Its ~urpose is to ~rotect the relation between gage height

and discharge in case of ~~ange in the ditCh section below the

control.

It is interesting to note that the rating curves for

most rated secti ons, exce~t in the cas e < of natural stream beds,

become straight lines on logarithmic paper. In such a case the

most ~robable posi tion of the rating curve can be quickly and

accurately determined.

The literatur e dealing wi th the use of the current

,me ter and the selection c.nd rating of sections for water measure
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ment is voluminous. The books by Hoyt and Grovex ond by Liddel

~s given in the collateral reading are es~ecially good. They

should be carefully studied by anyone v:ho nevJly undertakes the

manipulation of tr2 current ~eter ~~d ~~e use of rated sections

in a well planned water measuring progr~~.

Water-stage Recorders

It will be noted that the water measuring devices so

far described r~ve simply indicated the rate of flow at the

instant of the observation. In order that the total discharge

in a given time may be determined, observations upon the heed .~

must be made with a frequency depending upon the rate of its

fluctuations. Since such frequent observations are impractical

under usual plantation conditio2m, important measuring devices

are provided with water-stage recorders •. They are not mea.suring

devices.

They sim~ly provide a gr~phic rec9rd of the

fluctuat ions of the water level in the d.evice upon whi ch they

are installed. From such a record it is possible to compute

the daily or weekly discharge through standard devices or through

adequately rated sections.

The use of the planimeter or other device for the

determination of the average ordinate from water register charts

is subject to strict limitations if accuracy is desired. Major

O.V.P. Stout, in some unpublished v,urk at the University of

California, 00ncludes that the average discharge as calculated

from the average head on a water re€ister sheet is too small

in the case of weirs and too great in the case of orifices •.

For weirs this difference is not material when the smallest
~----- "" 2~
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or din£:. te on a single sheet is greater than 3/4 of the greatest

ordinate on that sheet. For o:rifices this difference is not

material when the smallest ordirre. te is greater than 2/3 of the

greatest ordinate on that sheet. When greater variations in

ordinates than those i.rulicated. above OCC1...U', the sheet may be

d.ivided into zones and. each zone consid.ered. se~arately in the

ca.sting of the average ordinate; or a new curve in \'lhich rate

of flow is plotted. against time may be ~repared. The average

rate of discharge obtained by illeal1S of the planimeter on this

new curve mey then he multiplied by the proper time factor to

give the total flow for the time interval in question.

Mechanical Devices for Measuring Water Volumetrically

. It frequently is desirs.ble tr.£.t e. measuring d.evice

should record the volume of water delivered to irrigators, rather

than the rate of flow. Numerous mechanic ally recording devices

h2.7e been designed. to accomplish this, several of these being

described below. Without d.iscussing the individual merits of

these deVices, it may be said that 2lthou&~ several of them are

In common use anel are believed by t:':ose usi~!- them to be giving

more or Ie ss satisfactory service, there are ffis.,ny pra.ctical

difficulties involved in operati~~ devices of "this nature. It

would, therefor e, seem tl1e.t 'when a mechanical device is

selected for measm~ing individual deliveries of irrigation

water, the -practiC8.l limitations of the device chosen should. be

understood. This is desirlJ.ble in order that care may be talcen

to provide the cO:1.0.1 ti 011S necessary for sr,tisfcctory measurements,
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and also that the need for occasional tests of the operating

accuracy of the devices may be appreciated.

Reliance Meter

The Reliance meter consist of a brass vc.ne, shaped

something like a propeller wheel, set in a tr~oat, and a brass

rod which connects the vane to the recording head. This

recording head contains gearing which is connected with a

counter. The figures in this counter show the number of acre-

feet of water which have passe~ throU€~ the device.

This apparatus is set so that the w~ter to be

measured pours between a series of plates or vanes and on to the

propeller shaft in the throat. It can be u~ed in either open

ditches or pipe lines operating under low pressures.

The great advantage of such a device lies in the fact

that it shows at e glance how many acre-feet of water have passed

throurh the me ter. With most devic e s so me co mputat ions are

necessary to change the expression of the flow in cubic feet per

second into ter~s of acre-feet.

Dethridgff Meter.

In the Reliance meter only a part of the strearIl hi ts

the propeller wheel and turns it. In the Dethridge meter the

whole flow of the stre~T. is directed against. the wheel. The

wneel in this case is a large sheet-iron drum, three feet,

four inches in diameter and two feet, six inches wide. Attached

to the outer surface of tillS drum are a series of heavy blades

which extend ten inches beyond ,the circumference of the drum.

This drum turns in hardwood bearings attached to a

heavy base. When the wheel turns the projecting blades fit close-

ly into a depression in the concrete floor of the device. 3J~



Water, when turned into the Qevice, presses

successively against the bl£des on the cJTlinder and turns it

in the bearinGs. A counter can easily be arranged to record

. these revolutions. \fiith a Dethridge meter of the size described

above, the discharge 'Per revolution is about 30.5 cubic feet of

water, regarQless of the speed at vmich the wheel revolves.

Each wheel installed should be accurately calibrated to

determine the ~uantity of water d.ischarged by the wheel per

revolution. The Dethr idge meter 11a:s been very popular in

Australia where a large number are in use. A description of the

Dethridge meter is incluQed here because it invoN es a new
·v

prine i1'le.

The Sentinel Meter.

This meter is mOlL.'1.teQ in a two-foot section of steel

pipe desig...i1ed to be set in an irri€s-ation pipe line, the

size of the meter anQ of the steel section d.epending upon the

s1 ze of the pipe line. A s im-ple turbine wheel is mounted

on a bracket coming from an upper elament of the steel section.

The turbine is rot a teQ by the vel oci ty of the water in the

pipe line, the speed of rotation supposedly being proportional

to the rate of floVi since the cross sectional area is constant.

Suitable gear trains actuated by the rotation of the turbine

recorQ Qischarge in terms of acre-feet. It is evident that the

sentinel meter in its present form can be used only on pipe

lines operating under pressure.

Great Western Meter or Lyman M3ter

This device is an attacl"....'nent for existing structures

~cr the rre asuremen t of irrigation water, such as submerged



•

orifices or Venturi Flumes a~Q ~ermits the immediate

determination of the amount r~vil~~ ~asseQ throuf~ the device

sime the last observation. Ess anti ally, the d..eviceoonsists

of a d..eli cat ely b6.L::~.noed tu!' bine whi ~11 is sub jeoted.. to the

same pressure head. as the structure .. The rotation of the

turbine is carr i ed into a gear-housing abo"'le the surfaoe of

the water where suitable gear trains operate oounters which

ind.icate the discharge in volumetric units.
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LESSON III

THE PHYS IO S OF SO n, MO IS TURE

The soil is a complex mixture of rock fragments,

orga~lc remains, living organisms and those peculiar, finely

divided, insoluble final products of previous weatherings

which, in ocdinary speech and writing, are grouped together

under the generic term o~ soil colloids. The relative

importance of these various constituents in the physical

and chemic al behavior of a soaEl de:pends upon the point of

view of the soil scientist who is called upon to rate them.

The pure soil physicist, at least until a few years ago,

conceived of the soil as a jumbled mass of clean, inert rock

fragments of many sizes and shapes. Man~ times he idealized

his -problems by substituting minute glass beads or similar

material for soil particles in order that the number of

variables ~nvolved might be reduced. The soil bacteriologist

and zoologist might readily attribute many soil ~~Docesses to

the act iv ity of mi cro scopic so 11 or ganisms, while the colloidal

chemist is apt to a:ttribute all soil characteristics to the

finely divided, insoluble hydrates of iron, aluminum and

silica which, according to Hubbard, necessarily result from

t~e natural weathering of igneous rock.

Some Physical Properties of Soils

These many factors which affect the physical charac

ter i sties of a soil make an accur ate yet concise descr i -ption

of a particular soil rather difficult. The U. S. Bureau of
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Soils classifies soils by meohanically separating a sample of

that soil into component lots each one containing soil particles,

the average diameters of which lie between certain arbitrary

limits... The soil can then be described in terms of the

percentages of the material found in the several lots. In

the literature of the Bureau of Soils such terms as nsandy

loam" and fl silt loam II have rather defini te meanings since a

soil to be classed as a definite tj1B must have a preponderance

of soil p:l.rticles of certain sizes. In popular writing and ~;

colloquial speech these terms may mean something quite different.

The method of mechanic al separation used by the Bureau of Soils

is complex and tedious. Bouyoucos proposes a more rapid

analysis· by means of an espe cially calibrated hydrometer.,

Al though this me thod is open to s er ious que st ion as po inted

out by Keen, it seems to offer a fairly accurate short cut to

the results of the more elaborate mechanical analysis.

If the soil is conceived to be a mass of irregular~y

shaped rock fragments, several relations immediately present

themselves which, although simple, are of importance in water

relations. It is evident that the nQ~ber of soil particles

found in a given volume increases as the mean diameter of the

particles decreases and as the degree of packing approaches the

maximum. Furthermore, the surface area increases rapidly as

the soil particles become smaller. It ~ay also be assumed that

an individual pore space lying between adjacent soil grains will

become smaller as the soil grains decrease in size, although the

number of such pore sp:l.ces will be tremendously increased. For

this reason a clay soil carries a greater percentage of porespace
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than a soil of coarser texture. If the real specific gravity

of a soil grain is assumed to be constant regardless of the

fineness of division, it is evident that the weight of a

unit volume of clay when dry will be less than that of a

~irni.lar volume of sand. The t arms "light soil tl and fheavy

soil" refer to the d iffieul ty exyer ienced In working them and not

to their actual weight.

The following table, after Killg, illustrates the

relation between the Quantities discussed above.

Effective diameters of particles, pore space and

surface areas in CO!I1.1l0n so il type s.

Soil

: :Effective surface
: Effective Diameter :Percent:areu1exp06ed in.
:01' average soil grain: pore :ono cubic foot of

in millimeters :s~ce :60il, in Sq. feet
· ·· ·Coarse sandy soil: - 0.1432 · 32.9 8,318·· ·· ·Sandy loam · 0.0755 34.3 · 15,870· ·· · "· · ·Fine sandy loam 0.0303 38.8 36,880
· ··. ·Loam 0.0219 · 44.1 · 46,510· ···Clay loam 0.0140 45.3 71,316
· ·· ·Cla.y · 0.0086 · 48.0 110,500· ·

Fine clay 0.0049 52.9 173,700

The physical properties of Hawaii soUm have never

received the detailed study they deserve in View of their

unusual nature as well as their great economic importance.

They are patently highly colloidal, the proportion of particles

falling into this arbitrary size group, r~nging between 50
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percent and. 60 percent for many of the so i1s studied. The

great preponderance of small sized particles is reflected

in a great pore space and a consequently low weight per unit

volume. In general they are easily worked and drain quickly.

Although the mechanical analysis of a typical Hawaiian soil

would classify that soil as a clay or fine clay. the soil

lacks most of the pro~erties of this class. In general they

do not bake u~on drying nor do they "puddle" if worked when

wet.

Volume Weight

The volume weight of a soil is the weight of a certain

volume of that soil when oven-dry, divided by the weight of an

equal volume of water. Volume weight is sometimes called

~p~arent specific gravity, the absolute specific gravity being

the true density of the individual grain without reference to

the pore space. Fer example: if a soil with a pore space of

45% weighs 88 pounds per cubic foot when oven-dry, its volume

weight or apparent specifio gravity would be ~88 =1.41.
62.4

The true vo lume of th e so il gra ins them selvesis only 0.55

cubic feet; however, in view of the 45% ~ore s-pace, the absolute

specific gravity would be S8 =2.56.
0.55 x 62.4

Lyon, Fippen and BucY.mm suggest that for most mineral

so ils the speclf ic gravity of ·the soil 'Particles is about 2.7.

A value of 2.6 was secured as the real specific gravity of a

certain Waipio soil.

It is evident that the volume weight of a soil varies

with the pore space in the soil and tl1S specl fie gravi ty of the
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individual grains. This relation may be expressed:

Volume Weight = Specific Gravity (100 - Percentage of prre~e

100

This equation is of little practical use since a

measurement of pore. space in the field is difficul t if not

impos sible. It must be remembered that the percentages of pore

space for various soil separates as given in the table above

are computed upon the assumption that the soil grains are

spheres of a given diameter and arranged in rigorous geometrical

pattern in the soil. The value of volume weights as determined

by the formula above and based upon theoretical pore space is

usually greater than that Which actually exista in the field.

Several methods r~ve been devised for the field

determination of volume weight since this ratio is an important

factor in the determination of the surface irrigation needed in

given condi~ions. In all of these, two quantities must be

measured: first, the oven-dry weight of a saople of soil taken

fr om the fi eld at the desired po int c:..nd, second, the volume

occupied by the soil swnple before removal. By converging' the

volume factor into the weight of an equal volume of water the

reqUired ratio may be easily determined.

In all methods of volume weight determination now in

common use in Hawaii, the soil sDm'Ple is taken with the common

ty~e of post hold soil-auger, all the soil being carefully

saved for oven drying~ Israelson suggests determining the

volume of the hole, previously occupied by the sample, by

inserting a long, thin walled rubber tube into the hole and

carefully measuring the amount of water required to fill the
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rubber-lined hole to the ground surface. This method assumes

that the pressure of the water in the tube is sufficient to

distend the tube into the minor irregularities of the sampl~

hole. If this is not the case the measured volume is less than

the real volume and the apparent volume is greater than the real

value. Another disadvantage to the rubber tube method is the

difficulty of handling the tube in ~~e field and the fact that

it deteriorates rapidly when not in use,

Beckett eliminates the tube entirely and measures the

volume of the hole by filling it with a viscous liqUid such

as heavy engine Oil, road oil or cheap molasses. By measuring

the required volume of liqUid by a graduated cylinder, or by

gravimetric means when the specific gravity of the liquid is

known, the volume of the sampl e hole can be Quickly and accura tel y

determined. An eVident, theoretical objection to this method

is the loss of liqUid by seepage during the time reqUired to fill

the hole. This error rlould tend to indicate. a volume greater

than the real volume and result in a low volume weight. However,

materials of the Viscosity indicated above often stand in such

holes for as long as ten minutes without appreciable loss by

seepage. Since thirty seconds at most is required to fill the

hole, ~1e error due to this cause must, indeed, be negligible.

As has been indicated above, Hawaiian soils are soils

of low volume weight. Determinations at Waipio (Oahu), Eleele

(Kaui), and the experiment farm of the University of Hawaii at

Honolulu give a consistont value of 1.1 for this important soil

constant. This resul t is remarkable for two reasons; first,.

because it is so low, mainland soil ranging from 1.2 to 1.5, and
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second, because it is so consistent among samples ~rom widely

separated points, although Hawaiian soils are supposed to be

highly variable. Deere also gives a value o~ 1.1 ~or the

volume weight o~ Hawaiian soils.

The Nature o~ Soil Mois ture

No soil in the open air can be absolutely dry. Soils

are hygroscopic in nature and when an oven dry Boil is exposed

to a damp atmosphere, the soil gains in weight due to the

incorporation o~ moisture, the percentage of gain being much

mor.e 'Pronounced vlith fine soils than with those o~ coarser

texture •
• The posi ti on o~ this mois ture in the so il is a cause

o~ much speculation. The conception of the soil physicist of

only a few ye ars ago Vias tha.t this moi sture Vias held in thin

films around the inert soil grains by surface tension uno.. in

small wedge shaped masses lying between these films near their

~oints of tangency, by the same minute and poorly understood

force. Bouyoucos seems to believe that soil grains are more

complex than pre vi ously supposed w1d tentatively coats each

grain with dll envelo~e of colloidal material which holds part

or all of the hygroscopic water as absorbed water. vVhitney

intimates that small) partially indurated fragments of colloidal

aggregate may be mixed tLroughout the soil mass and that they

supply a part, at least, of the hygroscopic capacity. Neither

Whitney nor Bouyoucos suggest s the :prollorti on of water in the

soil colloids as compared 'with that held in the more commonly

accepted films and wedge-shaped masses.
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A discussion of the natuxe of the bond holding water

in the soil is perh~ps academic; but whatever the force ~ay be

it is surprisingly great. Shull has shown that a certain clay

soil when air-dry holds moisture VJitha force eQual to about

70 atmospheres of pressure. FurtLer evidence of the tenacity

with which relatively dry soils hold water is furnished by

observations upon the slow rate of drying when air-dry soi~ are

snbjected to a constant 8.nd relati vely high temperature.

The h:'lgroscopic coefficient of a soil is the

-percentage of moisture, on the dry basis, which an oven dry

soil will absorb when exposed to a saturated atmosphere at a

slBcified temperature. Although this tem is freQuently

enc~untered in the literature of the subject it is difficult

to determine accurately and is not now widely used in Quanti

tative soil-moisture work.

Maximum Water Holding Capacity of Soils

As might be indicate from observation of the rate of

drying under cOlnitions of constant temperature and humidity,

the tenacity with which moisture is held in a soil mass

decreases ~ith increasing soil-moisture contents. ConseQuently

it might be expected that at some point in the soil-moisture

range, for a particular soil type, there would be a point where

moisture was.held around the grains, or in the colloidal aggre~

gate, with a force exactly equal to the force at' graVity. If

a soil could be wetted to such a moisture content, drainage from

the soil mass could not occur because ~ a balance, analogous

to a static equilibri~m.
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This moisture content is of vital importance in

irrigation practice. It represents the soil-moisture content

in a field shortly after an irrigation. It is patently

impossible to irrigate to a lower moisture content than that

indicated by the maximum water holding capaci tor. If such a

result is attempted by a scanty application of irrigation water,

only a part of the soil mass will be affected, that part being

wetted to its maximum water holding capaci ty, while--soil lying

below this depth remains at its original mois ture content.

Attempts to irrigate to a greater ro il moisture content than

the maximum water holding capacity result in wetting a greater

depth to that moisture content where adequate drainage is

provided and in the saturation of the lower depths when an

imperVious intercepting stratum is encountered.

In many cases the line separating the wetted soil

resulting from an irrigation, from the dry soil below oan be

readily located by trenching or soil-moisture sampling. This

is most easily done if the soil is relatively dry prior to

irrigation, for in this case the line of demarcation can be

detected by a change of color. Veihmeyer shows the resul ts of

such observations in Figure 22, page 192, Hilgardia Vol. 2,

No.6, "Some Factors Affecting the Irrigation of Deciduous

Orchards. n Here a rainfall of 2.15" is shown as penetrating

about 14 inches J each increment of depth above that line being

filled to maximum water holding capacity. Below this line

of de~~rcation the or1~inal dryness of the soil mass was

apparent.

It must "be carefully noted that the depth of

penetratfon resulting from a given surface application depends
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upon the original moisture content, the local water holding

capacity of the soil and its volume weight. In crder that the

surface separating the wetted soil from the dry soil below

might be a geometrical plane, the soil would necessarily .be

uniform in all its physical properties throughout the mass

above that plane. Such oonditions are rare in the field.

The importance of this conception of soil moisture

distribution cannot be overestimated.. The Vlords "light

irrigationtt and ttheavy irrigation" lose their meaning except

insofar as they determine the resulting depth of penetration.

And an accurate knowledge of the :rooting habit of the plants

in question becomes increasingly important, since moisturp.

can reach the lowest zone of root act! vi ty only when the

entire soil mass lying above it has been wet to maximum water

holding capacity ..

Saturation

Although the term saturation is used synonymously

With maximum water holding capacity !n some of the older

literature, modern use oonfines the term to the moisture

content resulting from a complete filling of all the pore

spaces in a soil mass wi th watert In general, water will

drain from a saturated so il if adequate drainage is provided,

until the soil mass retains only its maximum water holding

. capacity. Exceptions to this simple rule, encountered when

Brnall containers are used, make it difficult to determine

maximum water holding ca~acity in thi~ way.
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The Moisture Equivalent

From its definition the maximum water holding oapacit,y

of A soil might be determined by sampling that soil immediately

after irrigation and determining its moisture content. Although

this method may be used to good advantage under oertain conditions

it has the disadvantage of requiring rather large areas of soil.

As has been indiaated above, the wetting of small masses in con

tainers is not a satisfactoty way of determining the maximum water

holding capacity.

The determination of the moisture equivalent, however,

gives. a close approximation of the water holding capacity of most

soil and requires only small samples of material. When this me

thod is used, s~ples of the soil are placed in small brass boxes

prOVided with screen and filter-paper bottoms. The samples are

saturated and subjected to a centrifugal foroe equivalent to 1000

times the force of graVity. The percentage of moisture remaining

in the soil after 30 minutes in the centrifuge is the moisture

equivalent.

Although the original work by Briggs ani McLane in this

field of s oil research was done wi thout any appreciation of its

modern application, the moisture equivalent is now assumed to be

a function of the internal surface of the soil. the moisture

equivalent increasing as the internal surface increases. An

interesting example of this conception of the.moisture equivalent

is to be fOUnd at the new Alexander dam of the McBryde Sugar Com

pany. Here the hydraulic material used for the dam was so dis

tributed that the moisture equivalent of the naterla1 in the

core-wall was kept at about 80%. This value indicates a great

surfaoe area per unit volume ani consequently a mean size of soil

grain with in the range ne eded
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for seepage prevention.

As .has been suggested, a more useful application of

the moisture equ.ivalent lies in the fact that for many soils

the moisture equivalent is approximately eqp.al, numerically,

to the maximum water holding capo..city. The reason for this

close agreement is not well understood but the relationship

is widely used and furnishes a gl)od measure of the maximum

water holding capacity of a soil when only small samples

are available for laboratory study. An illustration of

this agreement is to be found. in Figure 22 in Hilgardia, Vol.

2, No.6, referred to above. Here the upper figure at each

point of sampling is the moisture equivalent of the sample at

that point, while the lower figure is the maximum water holding

capacity. The average of ten observations of the moisture,

equ.ivalent is 22.2 while the average of the maximum water hold

ing capacities for the ssme samples is 22.7.

Some workers assume that the moisture equivalent is

not exactly equal to the n~ximum water holding capacity but is

directly proportional to it. If the few figures used above

can be accepted as indicative, the moisture eqUivalent might

be multiplied by 1.02 for the determination of the more

valuable constant.

The use of the moisture equivalent is new in Hawaii.

Ten sample s from a small plot at Waipio give an average moisture

eqUivalent of 32.1 plus or minus 0.2, while the sampling of

the same area shortly after irrigation gave a maximum water

holding cape.ci ty of 321.3. The ratio in this case is 1.07,

or practically unity in view of the relative accuracy of the
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contributing factors.

The moisture eQuivala~t is the only common

denominator for the interpretation of soil moisture percentages.

Vfuen irrigation control is based upon actual soil moisture

sampling the mois ture e Quivalent provides a means of

analyzing the results. It iS t hov~ver, a costly and perhaps

unnecessary refinement to plantation procedure and should only

be adopted after mature consideration.

The Wilting Coefficient

Land plants obtain moisture from the soil by

extending absorptive r00t hairs into the films of water

adjacent to soil particles. ~nen soil-moisture is so tightly

held in a soil by the forces indicated above that osmotic

forces occasioned by the more concentrated cell sap of these

hairs is not able to maintain normal turgor within the plant

tissue, the plant is said to wilt.

Briggs and Shantz define the wilting coefficient as

the moisture content in the soil (expressed as a percentage of

the dry weight) at the time when the leaves at' a plant grow ing

in that soil first undergo a permanent reduction of their mois

ture content as a result of a deficiency of soil moisture

supply. By permanent reduction is meant a condition from which

the le aves cannot recover, in an approximately saturated

atmosphere) without the addition of water to the soil. These

investigators working with more than a score of soils and

hundreds of species report results which lead them to conclude

that the wilting coefficient is a definite soil-moisture
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aonstant in the same sense that the hygroscopic coefficient and

the moisture equivalent may be considered as definite so il

moisture eonstants. Slight differences in residual moisture

constant whi~~ occured in a single soil, when different s~ecies

were used a~ indicator plants, were attributed to a more perfect

root distribution with one species as compared to another and not

to the ability of some species to exert a greater attractive

force upon the soil moisture than others.

A rna thema tical. onalys is of the resul ts obtained from

those experiments suggested the following equation:

Wilting Coefficient = Moisture Equivalent
1.84

AlthOUgh Veihmeyer and Hendrickson have verif ied the result s of

Briggs and Shantz with respect to the insignificance of the bota-

nical n~ture of the indicator plants" these investigators report

a greater variation in the constant factor used in the denominat<r

than is indicated in the original ~aper of Briggs and Shantz. In
\

fact, a value ashigh as 2.27 is reported as the proper factor for

Stocldon Clay Adobe, which according to the U. S. Bureau of Soils

carries about 60% colloidal clay. Observations upon the Wilting

coefficient of a selected Waipio soil indicated that although this

critical moisture content was cons.tant with respect to srecias,

it exhibited the remarkably high ratio between moisture eCll ivalent

and wilting coefficient of 1.37. Subsequent work with soils from

the experimentq1 farm of the University of Hawaii and from the

Pineapple station at Wahiawa, verified this result within the

limit of eXlB r imental accuracy.

Work by Shull in 1916 gi ves reason for the belie f that

the Wilting coefficient should be illle-pendent of the nature

of the plants used for indicators.
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measured the force with which moisture is held around soil

grains in a heavy soil at many moisture contents between

practical saturation and oven dryness. His findings indicate

that at relatively high moisture contents the moisture is

lightly held in the soil and is practically equally available.

At a certain moisture content~ in his case at about 19%, a

sharp change occurs and further reduction of the moisture

content results in greatly increasing the force holding the

remaining water in the soil. This point of change in Shull's

work occurred at about the wilting coefficient and at this

point moisture was held in the soil with a force of about.ten

atmospheres. It is commonly believed that the osmotio

concentration of the cell sap of most land plants is from ten

to fifteen atmospheres. From this logic it is apparent that

the variation in osmotic concentration between species should

not be significant in the determination of the wilting coef

ficient. Students interested in the physios'of wilt are

advised to consult Shull's paper as noted in the collateral

reading.

When sugar oane is used as an indicator plant in

the determination of the wilting coefficient the general

procedure as outlined by Briggs and Shantz must be modified.

The leaves of this plant seem to exhibit the unusual

thysioJ.:ogical property of being able to restore lost turgidity

over night,. regardless of the moisture content in the soil

supporting the plant. However, a change in the transpiration

rate, under constant environmental conditions may be noted

when the solI moisture has been depleted to the moisture
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contebt identified. as the wilting coefficient with other

plants. This period of retarded transpiration is apparently

oharacterized by a ~etardation in the rate of growth and by

a consistant Burling of the leaves. If the term, tlwilting

coefficient" is to be applied to soils of interest to sugar

cane growers it must be redefined or used with reservation.

Not all investigators will grant tha t the residunl

moisture in a soil at the time of wilting depends entirely

upon the soil type. Caldwell and Shive and Livingston seem

to find that the wilting coefficient is dependent upon the

intensity of the evaporating power of the air for the period

during which permanent wilting is attained.

Most research workErs in irrigation believe the

results of Briggs and Shantz to be sennd in principle at least.

Since the wilting coefficient is the lower limit of

readily available soil moisture, its 2-pplicatiorl to irrigation

studies is evident.

Soil Moisture Computations

In irrigation studies it is frequently necessary to

express soil-moisture in terms of equivalent surface'applica

tions or to determine the depth of penetration which mighttresult

from a given application. The relation between the factors

involved may be conveniently expressed by the following

equation:

PX",'xd=i)
Here P =tne range of soil moisture content under

cons lderation
V = the volume weirht of the soil
d .. the dept h of th e so il mass invo 1ved
D = the equivalent surface applicatIon. (d

and D may be expr essed either in feet
o~ inches as long as both are in the
same unit.
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The following illustrative example may be of value.

A soil with a maximum water holding ca~acity of

32.3% and a volume weight of 1.1 must be irri~ted to a depth

of 4 feet. If the average moisture content prior to irrigation

'is 25%, how mnny acre inches per acre should be a.pplied to

provide the irrigation?

Here P eQuals (0.323 - 0.25) equals .073
V equals 1.1
d equals 4 feet

and .073 x 1.1 x 4 (feet) equals .322 (feet).

The equation is perfectly general when three of its

factors are known; the 4th may be determined.

The Role of Capillarity in Soil Moisture
Movement.

When a column of dry soil is supported above a free

water table, moisture is made to rise through the soil mass by

forces Which are commonly spoken of as capillary forces. In

. fact the ·:mt ire IJrcc ess in elemental text bo oks is made to ~1ppear

similar to the TtoapillaryTt rise of water in minute glass tubes as

noted in the phys ic s laboratory.

More recent inveBtigations seem to suggest that the

processes invol ved are much more complex than suggested by most

text books on the subject. Without attempting to discuss the

basic experiments involved, the following statements may, at

least, indicate that "ctl.pillnry" distribution of water from a

free water table is not clearly understood.

(1) Although there is a rather definite upper limit to the

extent of capillary rise with a civen soil type, the moisture

content at various points in this column is by no means oonstant



a.s one might expect from the capillary tube analogy.

(2) In fact, a zone of maximum moisture content has been

observed some 5 inches above the water table. Above this plane

the moisture content becomes lass with distance above the water

table. There is also a falling off in moisture content below

this zone. This zone of maximum moisture content in soil

columns supported over free water is called McLaughlin's hump

and although frequently cited in modern literature has rever

been adequately explained.

(3) When the rate of rise of moisture through such columns

is subjected to close scrutiny, a distinct change in rate is

noted when the moisture reaches an elevation approximately equal

to the height of McLaughlin'~ hump.

(4) There is evidence that some of the phenomena involved

in what is commonly c8l1ed the "capillary rise of water in

so ils" are colloidal in ori gin.

Regardless of the caus es for the so-called "capillary

riaa~, the action is real and of considerable· Val.U6 in

agriculture. It is to be ~arefully noted that the distribution

discussed so far has been that observed when a soil mass is

supported over free water. In agriculture, especially in Hawaii,

such conditions occur only rarely, due to a general adequacy

of subsurface drainage. However, a water table within reasonable

limits is to be found in the reclaimed areas of the Kekaha

PI ant at ion and in parts of the lowlands of the Kailua sub stat Ion

of the H. S. P. A. Here moisture from this water table which

has been drawn into the root zone by the fTcapillary complex"

is doubtlessly of agricultural. importance.
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It is commonly assumed in agricultural literature

that water is carried from dam~ soils to dry so£ls in much the

same manner as water is drawn into a column of dry soil when

such a column is supported over a water table. The same

unbalanced ferces of surface tension are doubtlessly at Vlork

when a dry soil is in contact with a wet soil, but the actual

transfer of water to effect an equilibrium is not only relatively

slight but at an extremely slow rate.

Veihmeyer studied the magnitude and rate of this

movement by field trials and by means of soil boxes so packed

that the middle third carried soil at a high moisture content

while the end sections were relatively dry. The resul ting

distribution in the so il columns after 144 days was ob sorved

through the glass plate vh1ch formed one face of each column.

From such experiments VeUll~eyer concludes that the "capillary

movement of moisture .from moist soil to d.ryer soil, when the soil

1s not in contact with a free water table, is too limited in

extent and probably in rate to he effective for the use of

plants. "

The logical assumption from such evidence is that

irrigation practice a.l1.ould be so planned that water is

delivered to the soil zone occupied by roots and that little

confidence should be placed in the belief that inequalities

of distribution will be rectified by subsequent ca~illary

distribution.

Cultivation as an Aid in Soil-Moisture Conservation

Further s:p3 cula tion u:90n the limited field 0 f so il

moisture distribution, in the absence of a free water table,
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leads to question as to the effectiveness of cultivation in

soil-moisture conservation. For if it can be accepted that

capillary movement from a damp so il to a dry one under such

conditions is not a factor in field management the ineffective

ness of a mulch is at once apparent.

One important factor which is usually lost sight of

during the creation of a dust mulch is the inevitable

destruction of plant life which must go hand in hand with such

an operation. It is undoubtedly true that the greatest losses

from stored soil moisture, below the surface six inches, are

caused by plan t transpiration a..t'J.d not by evaporati on. Since

cuI tivat ion cannot be accomplished without killing weeds, the

real causes for soil-moisture decrease are done away with

althoubh the physical means of eliminating them is usually

undertaken with an entirely different purpose in mind.

The work in this field of Rotmistrov, Alway and

McDole, Call and Sewell, Burr, Thysell, Veihmeyer and others

should be studied in the original and need not be reviewed

here.

Summary

The following resume may be of value in reviewing

the subject matter of this Ie sson:

(1) When ~~ter is applied to the surface of a soil each

successive increment of depth is wetted to its maximum water

holding capacity before water is available for a lower depth.

(2) Soils vary widely in their water holding capacities.

Fine soils such as silts and clays can hold more water against
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Some Notes on the Direct
Determination of the
HYGroscopic Coefficient.
Jr. Agr. Res. Vol. 2,
No.4.

the pull of gravity than sands. The maximum water holding

capacity for the few Hawaiian sugar soils studied is about

32%.

(3) Plants do not wilt because the supporting soil is

dry but because the residual water is so ti{d'ltly held around

individual soil particles or in the colloidal fraction, that

the osmotic concentration of the root hairs cannot extract

it at the rate required to maintain normal turgor.

(4) nCapillarityft is practically unef'fective in moving

appreciable quantities of water from damp soils to dry soils,

except in the Jresence of a free water table.

(5) Cultivation is' relatively ineffective in the

conservation of soil moisture except insofar as weeds are

destroyed and transpiration losses eliminated.
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LESSON IV.

THE EFFECT OF IRRIGATION UPON PLANT GROWTH

It is eVident that intelligent irrigation requires some

considerable knowledge of the normal res~onses of crop plants to

water. Knowledge in this field is by no means complete. In

fact, the best work in studies of plant and water relations in

the last ten years has been destructive. It has cast serious

doubt upon the accepted ideas of the plant's relation to soil

moisture, but in addition it has laid a foundation for a new

philosophy which gives decided promise.

As in the lesson on soil physics, dogmatic statements

in this fiela are unwise. There are two distinct schools of

thought in studies of plant and water relations which must be

considered, one because it is classical and has proved valuable

throughout the history of agriculture, the other because it is

extremely logical and bases its conclusion up.on exp.erimental

findings.

It is the purpose of this lesson to present the evidence

sup-porting the se two <liametr really oppos eO. philoso~hie Iil.

General conclusions are impossible. The student may<lraw his

own.

Water Absorption and Conveyance

As has been indicated under tt.e discussion of the

wilting coefficient, soil-moisture is drawn into the roots of

most crop plants by osmotic forces due to the cell sap concentra

tion in root hairs which occurs just behind the root cap. As the

root advances into moist soil masses, new root hairs are

developed and the old ones cease to fUnction and in time drop off.
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It has been adequately demonstrated that plants are not dependent

upon the capillary movement of soil mOisture; the feeding zone

moves as the root system develo~s and as unex~~ust~d areas of

soil-moisture are invaded.

The forces which make for the subsequent distribution

of soil moisture into aJ.l parts of a plant are subjects of great

speculation among plant physiologists. Varying osmotic concen

tration at different points in the plant, electrical phenomena

as a result of colloidal activity and mechanical pumping by

successive contraction and expansion of cells in the medullary

rays have all been advanced in an effort to acoount for the

conveyance of moisture from root hairs to leaves. Dixon attri-

butes the rise of sap to the fact that liquids which adhere

completely to a rigid envelope are capable of transmitting

tensile stresses. This hypothesis is subject to less objection

than others and is moee generally aocepted. Dixon presents his

belief in "Transpiration and Ascent of Sap", noted in the

colla terol reading. In Mother little volume, "The Transpiration

Stream, If he answers some of the criticism brought about by hi s

hypothesis. The second of these is a very human doc~~ent.

The Use of Wate r in 'Plant Growth

The uses of water in plant growth are commonly listed

as follows:

(1) It is an essentiBl raw material for food manufaoture.

(2) It serves as a solvent for gases i111d solid material
which are inoapable of entering the plant except in
solution.

(3) It conveys raw material from place to place in the
plant.
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(4) It maintains essential turgor in the living cells.

(5) It is a necessary component of protoplasm.

In addition to these uses it is sometimes stated that the

evaporation of water from the plant prevents excessive heating.

The greater part of the water which enters the roots

of the plant is evaporated from the surface of the leaves. This

loss is called transpiration. The current of water from the

roots to the leaves is called .the trans pi rat ion stream.

Losses of Water by Transpiration

The evaporation of water from the leaves of most

plants occurs from openings between pairs of speoialized oells

which are most abundant on the under surface, although species

vary Widely in this regard. The openings themselves are called

stomates, the oells around them being guard cells.

In cactus and. other zerophytes the stomate·s are deeply

seated, relatively few, and are distributed over the swollen

parts of the stem whioh serve as leaves. As might be expected

the transpiration loss from such plants is relatively small,

partly beoause of the few transpiring members and partially

because of their protection.

The rate of transpiration is commonly supposed to be

affeoted by the following factors:

(1) Light intensity.

(2) Air temperature.

(3) Relative humidity of the atmosphere.

(4.) ..Air movements.

(5) Soil moisture conditions.
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Of these five external fact~rs, the intensity of the
. .

illumination is probably the most important within humidity

ranges as experieneed in the field. It is commonly belie ved

that the illuminati on of the guard cells distends them in such

a manner that the stomatal opening is enlarged and transpiration

facilitated. Holman and Robbins report that 100 square centi

meters of Indian Corn leaf transpired 97 milligrams of water

per hour in the dark, 114 milligrams in diffuse sunlight and

785 milligrams in bright sunlight, other environmental condi

tions remaining the same.

Transpiration is increased by increases in temperature

of the air surrounding the transpiring member fo~ much the same

reason that evaporation from a' free water surface is increased

with increases in a.i r tern 'Perature. Rela.t ive humidity influences

transpiration as might be expected from the physical oom e'Ptions

involved, a greater rate of loss being noted under oonditions of

lmv humidity than with a more nearly saturated enVironment.

However, some transpir ation has been noted ih wate~-saturated

atmospheres. It is to be noted that most crop ~lants grown

under conditions of low humidity are subjected to intense

sunli€ht. Under suoh conditions the increased rate of transpi

ration due to low humidity may be insignificant as compared

with the high rate resulting from the intensity of the light.

Although air movements may result in an increase in

transpiration, the relations seem to be destroyed when the

velocity of the wind over the transpiring member reaches a

certain maximum. Apparently when such velm itles are great

enough to whip molecul as of' \vater away from the stomates as

. '
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rapidly as they are released, eliminating in this way a local

region o:r high humidity, further increases in velocity do not

increase the rate of transpiration. The veIl recognized damage

done to sugar cane by dry winds of high velo ci ty is pr obably

not due to a great increase in the rate of real transpiration

but to breakage and other mechanical damage to the tissue.

This relation is not well understood and deserves further study.

Recent investigations seem to indicate that the ra~e

of transpiration is independent of the moisture content in the

soil as long as that moisture content is above the wilting

coefficient. The details of these investigations will be

considered under the discussion of the availability of soil

moisture.

In general, transpiration is a purely physical process

and is closely analogous to the...-evaporation of water from an

open pan. Here the rate of loss t'ffi<.Ipends upon the temlE rature,

relative humidity e.nd wind voIce i ty in the immediate environment.

Conditions are much the same with transpiration except that the

areas from which e'va'Poration CEll take place is subject to

adjustment under the influence of light intensity •

. The Water Reguiremen ts of Plants

The amount of water required to pro duee one pound of

dry matter with a certain 'Plant is cal1:ed the Water reg\lirement

or transpiration ratio of that plant. Since all the water that

enters a plunt, except the insigni:ricaht ~~ount but otherwise

important quantity used in metabolic processes, is lost by

transpiration, it folloVJs tret statements of the water require-:-
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ments of plants are of little value unless the factors which

determine the rate of transpiration are accurately defined.

However, many observations of the water re~lrement

of certain crops are to be found. in the literature. The

following table, assembled from many papers, will illustrate

the inconsistency mentioned above.

Water Re~irements of Selected Crops Illustrating the Incon
sistency Between Such Figures When Not Adjusted for Local
Environmental Conditions.

I N V E S T I GATOR
· : Laws and · · · Briggs &• · · ·· Wollney • Gilbert :Hillreigel: King : Shantz· ·Crop · (Germany) · (England) : (Germany) : (U.S.): (U. S.)· ···· Water Required per Unit Mass of Dry Matter·• • • · ·· · • • ·Wheat • 225 . · 359 · • 513· · • •

• • • ·· • • ·Peas • 235 • 292 · 44'1 · 447 ·· • • · ·• • • : •· • • ·Barley: 262 • 310 • 774 464 · Ll34• · •
• " · \ ·· • · •

Corn • · 233 r 271 368• •· · • •• · • ·
Recent workwith alfalfa at the Cal.ifornia Station

indicates that the water re@.irement for that crop, under the

~onditions of the Sacramento Valley, is about 500 pounds of

water to each pound of field cured hay produced. There is no

assurance that this ratio \vould hold true With the more intense

heat of the San JoaqUin Valley nor in the relatively 0001 and

partly cloudy conditions of the Los Angeles coastalplain.

With our present know! edge each district must be

studied with th~ eid of growing plants under careful control,

before the water requirement for crops grown in that distric t

can be stated with any assurance. The problem is still further

complicated by the fact that seasons vary, the tra.nspiration .
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ratio as determined during one growing season being but little

eVidence of the normal use.

The transpiration ratio for sugar cane under Hawaiian

conditions has never been carefUlly studied, although a ratio

of 1,000 pounds of water to one of sugar Is frequently referred

to. The problem is now being investigated by the H.S.P.A. in

cooperation with the University.

The Availability of Soil-Moisture

/~~11l be remembered from Lesson III that Professor

Shull rre asured the surface forces which held moisture around
\

\\

the grains of a\particular soil when that soil had been wetted

to various moisture contents. His results are usually presented

in the form of a curve, the ordinates of which are moisture

per~entages and the abscissae the corresponding surface force.

The soil in question had a moisture equivalent of 35.2% and a

computed Wilting coefficient of 19.1%. Shull's curve between

these points is practically straight and is almost exactly

parallel with the vertioal aXis. This means .of oourse that

moisture, in this case at least, is held around the soil

grains with equal tenacity regardless of the moisture contents,

provided the moisture content is held between the maXimum water

holding capacity and the Wilting ooefficient.

If Shull's results are considered as typioal of general

soil-moisture relations, interesting oorollaries immediately

suggest themselves. These may be expressed as follows leaving

the proof, if any is possible, to a later time.

(1) Since water is held with equal tenaoity at all moisture

oontents between the maximum water holding capacity and the
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wilting coefficient, it should be equally available at all

moisture contents between these limits and the so-called

"optimum moisture content" ceases to be a specified moistur e

content but widens into a bro~d band extending between the

1Imit s s pe ci fie dab ov e •

(2) If water is equally available at all moisture

contents between these critical limits, it seems impossible

to affect the normal habit of grovlth or the maturation of

annual plants by untimely irrigation.

It is upon these corollaries that the well established

texts in soil-physics, agronomy and fruit production disagree

with the results of carefully planned and unprejudiced experi

mentation. An appreciation of the significance of an optimum

moisture content is carefully drilled into every studen~ of

soils and indeed it seems perfectly reasonable to assuoe that

there should be some moisture content at vvl'lich the pla.nt is

most comfortable, to paraphrase a popular but slightly vitalistic

definition. And more advanced students are instructed that the

untimely irriga.tion of wheat results in a grain of low protein

content while a simil~r treatment with peaches may swell the

frui t \":i th water and make it of poor canning quality. Indeed

the instructor in such courses has a weal th of published matter

from which he can draw hi s illustrati ons, although the detail s

of the experiments involved may not endure statistical inquiry.

The Rate of Soil-Moisture Depletion by Plant Transpiration

Veihmeyer bases his studies of the availability of so1].,

moisture upon the assumption that a uniform rate of transpiration,
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under s~cif led environmental conditions, must indicate equal

availability. He seems to hold that if water is obtained by

the plant with ever increasi~~ diffi~ul~ as the soil dries,

the amount transpired per unit time v~uld become consistently

less; and the resulting curve of time against accumulative loss

of water would be concave. On tre other ham, if water is

equally available between the limits given above, accumulative

loss of moisture when plotted against time would be a straight

line. In other words, the transpiration loss would be propor

tional to time regardless of moisture content.' It is understood

in the reasoning that the moisture content is never allowed to

fall below the wil ti",g coefficient nor are the external factors

of environment subject to significant variation during the

observations.

The assumptions outlined above were subjected to test

with the uid. of a tVIO year old prune tree in a tank of Yolo

loam soil and mounted as described in Hilgardia Vol. 2, No.6,

page 208. The device described consists of ~ automatic

weighing device so arranged that a continuous, graphic record

of the weight of the tank, soil, tree and residual soil-moisture

was obtained. The soil in this tank was irrigated to maximum

water holding capacity and. a waterproof seal fitted to the tank

and around the trunk. All losses in weight are t:ttributed to

transpiration; the increasing weight of the tree with growth is

regarded as negligible.

Results from record sheets covering a seven month

period are compiled in figure 28, page 213 in the reference cited

above. During this period the tank was irrigated ~6 times to
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~mum water holding capacitlft the tank ordinarily being near

the wil ting coefficient :PI'ior to irrigation. It is interesting

, to note that the lines indicating rates of depletion are essen

tially straight throughout their entire length. This iSespeci

ally noticeable during the m.id dle of the summer when environ

mental comi tions during the interval between irrigations are

practically constant. Since a straight line indicates uniform

slope and a uniform slo1>e means constant loss per unit time J the

nypothesis of equal availability seems well substantiated. The

flatter slopes during May may be partially attributed to the fact

that the tree was only in partial leaf during this ~riod,

althou@l relatively low temteratures rey also be a contributing

tactor.

Field trials in mature prune groves in the Santa Clara

Valley In California gave similar evidence as reported by

Veihmeyer. The moisture contents of these groves were determined

by moisture sampling and although the same general tendency as

that indicated in the balanced tank is indioated, unavoidable

error in sampling caused some distortion of the curves.

Veihmeyer also reports a high degree of correlation

between the leaf area of prune trees grown in tanks and water

lost by transpiration within a given time int~rva1J although the

trees were grown in so 11 held within various ranges of moisture

content. The results seem to indicate that eaoh square inch of

leaf area transpires a given quantity of water under given

environmental coniitions, regardless of the soil-moisture content.

Prune trees are the only plants whioh ~~ve been intensively

studied in this manner, althOUgh, as has been indicated, work
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is now under way with sugar cane.

From these experiments, and others, Veihmeyer

concludes that there appears to be no reason either from

Ihysical oonsideration of the forces involved, or from the

physiological water re~irements of plants, why optimum

moisture condi tions for growth should not vary from the maXimum

field capacity to about the wilting point.

It should not be thought that transpiration oeases

abruptly when the Wilting coeffioient is reached. Continued

loss does occur but at a slower rate. In fact, the only evident

way of determining the wilting coefficient of a soil, with sugar

cane as an indicating plant, is to note the residual moisture

conteht at the time when the uniform rate of transpiration under

constant enVironmental conditions give place to a sloner rate.

There seem, moreover, to be certain disturbances in

a plant's normal functioning when the soil moisture is allowed

to fall below the Wilting coefficient. This disturbance may

result in a shriveling of kernels in the case of grains, a loss

of quality in the case of fruit and a cessation of growth in

the case of such cro~ as sugar cane. Recent work at the

Experiment Station of the H.S.P.A. indicates that growth of cane

does stop rather abruptly when the Wilting coefficient is

reached, although no evidence is furnished from the incomplete

records that growth is at a normal rate until that time.

Plant Responses of Varying Moisture Contents

As might be expected, most of the experimental work

indicating that rate of growth and other functioning of crop
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plants is inde~endent of the soil-moisture content~ with the

limitations indicated above, bas been done by Veihmeyer; and

his published observations to date deal with only two crops~

peaches and prunes. Muir peaches were submitted to various

irrigation treatments, some plots being irrigated shorlay

before harvest, some early in the season and some at the

period of maximum wood growth. Veihmeyer reports no

dif'ference in the quality of'the product as judged by average

size~ number of fruits per tree or drying ratio. When plots

of oanning peaohes v{ere irrigated under many schedules, some

of them being forbidden by the usual canning contract under

which such a crop is ordinarily grom~ fruit of such uniform

qual i ty was produced that a ooromi ttee of expe rts from 1e ading

oanneries in San Francisco was unable to detect p~ inferior

qual i ty in any of the s ampl es. Studi e s wi th young 'Prune

trees were confined to determination of the length growth

resulting from varying soil-moisture contents within a given

time interval. The coefficient of correlation between length

grown and water loss is reported as 0.995 plus or minus 0.002,

although the moisture cont ent, during the time interval

represented, varied between wide limits.

It must be carefUlly noted that in no case did the

moisture content in the soil carrying these eXp:lrimental

plants fall below the Wilting coefficient.

However, the great bulk of the ex~erimental eVidenoe

upon this important point leads to an entirely different

conclusion. Widstoe and Stewart grew wheat in Utah under seven

irrigation treatments, the differences in yield and protein
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content being small and. inconsistent. However, these differences

are attributed to differences in the treatment involved. The

same station reports that irrigation definitely modifies the

composition of the corn plant and its parts, the seed being

affected more than any other part. Powers, of Oregon, seems to

find that irrigation alters the shape and size of plants and

affects the seed product, causing a higher percentage of

germination in corn and a lower percentage of germination in

beans.

This list might be almost indefinitely extended. The

literature is voluminous and in review one is impressed with

the unsatisfactory and contradictory nature of much of it.

Differences in the bc~avior of plants, associated with differences

in irrigation treatment may be noted, but the causal relationship

between the water supply and the variations observed is not

always clear.

In 1905, Eckart publiShed his findingswith respect to

the influence of variation of water supply upon composition and

yield of sugar oane. Plots, planted with Lahaina and Rose

Bamboo were given different amount s of irrigation so that,

combined with the natural .rainfe~l, supplies of one, two and

tr..ree inches per week were maintained. Dr. A. L. Dean has

compiled Eckhart's results in the following table which contains

the most salient faots in the report.

204
301

172
•.Cane

Plant Crop Plus Ist'Ratoon
: :Gallons
________L.b__• :Water per

: :Pound
:S ar

: 122,679 :

..Averages of Lc.haiIk'1 and

Inches: Lb~
Water :----------
ar Week:
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Such rosults may be sUbject to reinterpretation upon

the philosophy of soil moisture distribution discussed in

Lesson III. In the case above, heavy weekly irrigations result

in a wasteful use of water as measured by the ratio' ,of sugar

produced to water used. If the' water lost by transpiration

during one week was less than two acre inches 'Per acre, appli

cations exceeding this figure \"\Quld be increasingly wasteful, ": I,

sinde water would be finding it s way below the zone of root

recovery and consequently unable to affect the real ratio of

sugar to water although from gross field measurements the ratio

~ould ap'Pear as above. This explanation, however, is incapable

of ex~laining the consistently increasing yield of both cane

and sugar with increasing application of irrigation water to

Lahaina cane. For if a weekly application of two inohes a week

resulted in losses by deep penetration as suggested above the

yield from a two inch application and a three inch application

should be about 'equal. More information is needed for a

satisfactory interpretation.

The Effeot of Irrigation Upon Root Development

Intelligent irrigation eVidently depends upon a definit~

knowledge of the position of the roots of the plants in question.

If an area is irrigated with an application more than sufficient

to wet the soil to the ~epth of maximum root ,enetration, water

is wasted, while if only a part of an established root system is

wetted, part of the root system ceases to function normally and

the plant is liable to suffer from wil t unle. ss the irrigation

interval is correspondingly decreased.
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Ballantyne and Weaver suggest that the root distributioI.

of irrigated cro~s de~nds ~rimarily upon the irrigation treatment

to which those crops are subjected. And it seems logical to

believe that a deep root s,ystem would be ~rovided if irrigation

were heavy and infrequent for in this case deep penetration is

prOVided. On the other band, frequent light irrigations would

provide moisture in only a shallow depth and surface roots would ..

be encouraged.

The root studies of the authorities cited above were

made in arid regions. Here irrigation was the only source of

soil-moisture a~d their findings were as one might suppose.

It is unwise, however, to assume that root distribution

under humid or semi-arid conditions can be adjusted by manipula

tion of the irrigation sche~le. This i~ especially true under

such seasonal distribution that the large pert of the rainfall

comes in a relatively short period.. Under Slch conditions, the

accumulation of soil-moisture d.ue to seasonal showers may be

sufficient to wet the soil to five or six feet and roots will

find ample opportunity for develo~ment into the deeper depths

regardle'ss of subsequent treatment.

Thi s point is well illustrated by Becke tt and Huberty

who studied the root distribution of cert~in alfalfa plants in

the Sacramento Volley_ These plants had been irrigated. throug}'lcu"t.

their entire life of six years in accordance with a definite

schedule. This schedule provided each plot with 30 acre inche;]

per acre per year, some plots receiving 15 - 2 inch irrigatio~

during the year while others received 6 - 5 inch applications,

4 - 7t inch a~plications and 2-15 inch a~plications.
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No significant difference in the root distribution

under these various treatments could be noted after excavation

and screening. It is evident that the deeper roots in the

plota of light, frequent applications ceased to function early

in the dry season due to low moisture content. They seeID3 d

vital, however, cni capable or continuing operation when the

soil around them was once more brought to maximum water holding

capacity by rainfall. Differences in yield between these

various treatments were slight, the plots receiving frequent

light applications being a little more productive than those

irrigated more infrequently.
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LESSON V. . .. -

PREPARATION OF LA~ID FOR IRRIGATION
A1"'D ME TRODS OF IRRIGATION

A perfect irrigation is an applioation of water in

such an amount and by such a method that the mois ture content

of every cubic foot of SOil, 1Fhich contains a significant

concentration of feeding roots, may be increased to the maximum

water holding capacit,r for tha~ particular SOil, with no water

being lost by ~enetration into depths below the zone of the root

spread. Such irrigations rarely, if ever, result from our
/'

common methods of distributing water. Such refinement could

only be hoped for if economic conditions demand the utmost

economy in the use of water and if local topography allowed the

use of one of the more efficient methods of a.pplication.

E~erience and custom indicate the distance which

should separate plants in a field for best resul·ts. Ma.ny

deciduous trees are planted twenty-four feet apart, vinas about

eight feet alm corn in rows from three to six feet apart, ~nile

cane Is ordinarily closely planted in rows which are about five

feet apart. If tr~ logic upon which trese commonly accepted

planting distances are based is sound, one might suppose that,

the entire soil mass to a depth of four or five feet is

permeated with roots and this entire mass should" be vvetted aurinr-• .>

the progress of an adequate irrigation. It is eVident, from

the previous discussion, that if a less complete dispribution

Is effected, the frequency of the irrigations must be increased.•
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Economic Limits in Land Preparation

~he justifiable investment in land preparation

as an aid toward the efficient distribution of irrigation

water depenns upon (1) the value of the water, (2) the

cost of labor suitable for irrigation, (3) the value of

the unpre-pe.:red lam, and (4) the value of the cro p grown.

When land is cheap, water inexpensive and low-valued cratE

are being ~rown, there is no economic need for maximum

yields per acre. On tr..e other hand, limited areas may be

found whi~~ are ~ractically frostfree and are suitable for

the produf,tion of sub-tropical frt~its and vegetables. If

such fav~red districts lie close to large centers of con

sumption, costly terracing may be economically under+,aken,

for local conditions require maximwn production.

Sugar cane presents a peculiar problem. Here

the crop value per acre is high, land values and water

costs are high and labor, although costly in the aggregate

in terms of dollars per man day, is relatively cheap- Yet

the topography and the thin soil usually found in the mauka

land has thus far limited the common method of irrigation

to one which is recognized as being relatively inefficient

as compared vlith some others.

Many methods of preparing 12..nd have been devised..

Some of these have their principal ap'Jeal in the fact that

no great amount of capital is invested in the work. Other

methods, which have been developed in areas which demand a

more ecoiloc!c'use of irrigation water, are used because a
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more efficient distribution of water may be gained.

It is impossible to irrigate effectively and

economically unless the land to be served has been adequately

j?r e'Pared.

It is the purpose of th~s lesson to describe some

of the methods of irrigation which have been found of value,

together with the land preparation required for them. Methods

mo..y be suggested which 'lilX)uld be vcluable additions to Hawaiian

'Practic e.

Methods of Irrigating Field and Forage Crops

Wild Floodin~

Wild flooding requires little or no pr2pa~ation of

land other th~n rough leveling, which consists in leveling

down knolls and filling swales if any exist. It is perhaps

the most inefficient method of irrigation in common use if

t.b.e efficiency of an irrigution Is measured by the peroeni;a:l!.e

of the potential root system of a crop Which is actuaJ.l~r

reached by w~ter and by a consideration of excessive renet~u~

tion.

Wild flooding is sometimes called "flooding from

:fi~d di tches". Small temporary di tches are constructed with

a ditcher or double mold-board plow so that a large part of

the field can be covered by water breaking out from them.

Such ditches can best be located with an engineer's level, the

necessary slope being determined largely by the amount of wate~

to be carried. Most Hawaiian soils do not erode under hi~h

velocities, ulthoug.~ maximum velocities for certain soil t:rpes
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are carefully specified for mainland soils. The size of ditch

and the grade required for the conveyance of given quantities

0"£ water will be discussed In Lesson VIi-

TIitches should be located at such frequent intervals

in the area to be served tha,t water pouring through all opening

in one of them reaches the next one below before excessive

penetration t~s occurred near the upper ditch. Estimates of

the -proper spacing of such field ditches are of no value because

of variations of soil type and slope in different areas and in

different -parts of the same fiela.. EVidently a large head of

water in the field ditch, a heavy, impervious soil, and a rather

steep slope are factors which tend to justify a distant spacing

of fie ld ditches.

It is practically impossible to obtain a uniform

penetration by the V/ild flooding method. The most cons(',ientio'1'3

irrigator will leave some areas dry because they cannot be

reached and may Ine~ficicntly, and perhaps dangerously, over

irr igate the low s:pot s.

Exce,t ill the Rocky Mountain states where wild

flooding is the standard method of irrigstion for alfalfa and

clover, this method is usually considered as an emergency measur~

sui table for crops vk.ic...'1 are not, ordinarily irrigated but which

need additional moistu~e in years of deficient rainfall. The

method has little or no application to Hawaiian conditions.

Furrovl Method

~h9 furrow method, 'with its ma.n.y modifications, is

wi(lely used for the irrigation of row crops. Water is distr':b1..·.tc:.

from parallel, although not necessarily straight furrows~ w1:1.ich
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usually run down the steepest slope, although excessive grade

may be taken up by directing the furrows obliquely to the

general contour. With field croiE such as beans, corn or

cotton, the direction o~ furrows is determined by the rows

since in the irrigation of such crops the furrows lie between

them. The field must consequently be laid out in such a way

that the rows extend down a slope 1Nhioh, in view of the

existing soil type, can be used advantageously with the furrow

method.

From a standpoint of the resulting soil-moisture

distribution, th& proper spacing of irrigation furrows is

primarily determined by soil type. Water entering the soil

by vertical see~ge moves laterally under the influence of

the "co.'Pillarylf forces discussed in Lesson III, since the running

water in the furrow may be regarded BS a free water table. The

lateral spread is thus closely limited. and depends in magnitude

and rate upon the man~l factors -vvJb:ich influence "capillarity".

It is evident that furrows in the field should 'be only so far

apart that the lateral spread. from one furrow may meet that of

the next. The efficiency of an irrigation is seriously affected

if dry zones are allowed to I' emain between adjacent furrows,

since such zones, if a rov; crop is being irrigated, probably lie

in the region of greatest root concentration.

It is evident from a cons iderat ion of the forces

invol ved that the 1 ateral spread. of moisture from a furrow should

rather quickly reach a maximum and then remain fixed, regardless

of the time the water is ~llowed to run in t~at furrow. For

sandy soils this maximum width of wetted ~rea is reached in
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about twenty-four hours, longer 'Periods rcsul ting in deeper

penetration but not in greater lateral movement.

The desirable Ie fl..gth of a furrow should be carefully

determined if satisfactory distribution is to be secured. This

length depends upon the seil type, the grade of the furrow an'!

to a lesser extent upon the head of water delivered to it. As the

stream moves dovn the furrow a greater soil surface is eXl?Osed

to penetration. Consequently less water is available for

further advance and the rate of advwnce decreases. Water in a

long furrow in a sandy so il might run im cfinitely and never

reach the lower end. In such a case the loss by penetration is

so rapid that the stream is eXl1austed before the entire furrow is

served.

The advantages and di sadvantages of the furrovl method

may be summarized as follows:

(I) It is adapted to the utilization·of small heads of
water.

(2) It can be adapted to a wide variety.of soil types
and. s·lopes.

(3) It requires no expensive land preJ;B.ration.

(4) Evaporation losses during application are small.

(5) The labor cost in irrigation is high since one
man can handle a smB.ll head.

(6) As ordinarily practiced the efficiency of this
method, as measured by the percent age of the potential
roo t zone actueJ.ly wetted, is low. . .

(7) Good. judgment c...'1d considerable attendance is required
to secure acce"ptable dis tri buti on.

The commonly used method in Hawaii for sugar cane

irrigation is a highly modified furrow system. Here the furrows

are ve~r short and m~e level throughout their length. This
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method will be further discussed later in this lesson.

The Corrugation Method

The corrugation method of irrigation is a modification

of the f~row method. It is not widely used although it has

some application in the pastures and hay fields of the mountain

states.

Water is distributed by means of small depressions or

corrugations which are about twenty inches apart and which extend

down the slope. The corrugations are more or less permanent ani

are used until they become so deteriorated that they are no

longer effective or until the field goes into a cultivated crop

for the irrigation of which the method is not woll.· ada.pted.

The Border Metho d

The border methcx1 is a refined flooding method. Water

is delivered through a suitable ditch system to a series of long

and relatively narrow stril'S of land which· run down a slight but

significant slope. The striJ;S, or borders, are level from side

to side and are separated by low levees. Such levees are high

enough to confine the flow of water but need not be so high

that their complete coverage by such D. crop as alfalfa or sudan

grass cannot be secured. When a stream of water is delivered at

the head of such a border it spreads from side to side within

the strip and moves down the strip in a thin sheet under the

influence of the slope.

Uniform dis tri bution of water by the border method

demands a close correlation between soil typaJ ' the slo~e on the

center line of the stri~, the size of the border and the head of

water mich VI ill be avai I able for it s irrigat ion.
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As the sheet of water ~rogresses, the area submerged

and consequently the area sU~ject to losses of water by

percolation increases. Consequently the water available for

continued advunce is decreased ani the rate of advance is

consequently reduced. A border 600 feet long und 50 feet wide

in a sanQy solI and on a relatively flat grade could not be

com~letely irrigated by a head of 2 M.G.D. or about 3 c.f.s.

Und.er such conditions ['ill advr~nce of :)erha~)s 300 feet down the

border is &11 that could be attained regardless of the duration

of the flow. At this :,oint the rate of T'enetration would equal

the rate of api=,lication and further adve..nce would be impoo sible.

EnOUgh water might enter such a border to give an adoquate

irr i gat ion but the dis trl butlon would be ent ir ely unacceT'tabl e.

Possibilities for the correction of this condition at

once suggest themselves. Cutting the border in two pieces each

300 feet long and serving the lower section from an additional

di tch is the most obvious c.nd mos t i;ractical me thad. Im;)rove-

ment can be secured, in aome measur 3, by narrqwing the border

or by increasing the head of water. Increasing the grade within

the border would also be effentive in the correction as would a

changing of the soIl ty~e to one with a slower rate of ,enetra-
"

tiona Of these the first is ordinarily economically imrractical

while the second is almost imiJossible on a commercial scale •
.

With 'heavy soils a ten9.-ency for unequal distribution

in borders is also a i1~:arent; but inthi s case the greater

penetration is at the lower end. Due to the slow rate of penetre-

tion in such soils, water should be turned out of such a border

when the advancing stream Is still some distance from the lONer
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end. Even with this precaution am accumulation with excessive

penetration at the lower end is almost unavoidable. Correction

for this condition should aim torlarc. a reduction of the rate

of advance or an increase in the rate of penetration. As has

been suggested, a cha~e in the factors which determine these

rates can only be effected wi~~ difficulty after the ~veling

has been finished.

The relationships indicated above are so complex

that a mathematical determination of suitable sizes of borders

under specified conditions is practically impossible. Experience

seems to be the only guide. In the early days of the border

method strips were h:alf a mil e long and perhaps 100 yards wide,

the head of water being the total caJ;acity of the canal serving

that particular ~ea. Steady refinement of methal s has

resulted in a continuous decrease in the sizes of strips used.

One seldom encounters borders at present which are more than

800 feet long or 50 feet Vii (1e even on the mo st impervious clays.

The following schedule of sizes for borders under

various conditions is based upon exprience in California and

is included here only as a guide. Hav-raiian soils have never

been studied with such an application in mind. Consi derable

investigational Vlork will be required before the border methal

can be recorriinended for the irrigation of cane in the is lands.

Suggested Sizes'{x) for Borders for Use on Varying Soil Types
and With Varying Heads of Water. (Based upon California
Conditions. Not applicable to Hawaii.)..
Head of Water: S 0 i 1 T y pes

in C.F.S.: Sands : Loam Clays
1 :20-30 x 200-300:30 x 300 :30 x 440-660
1 - 2 :30-40 x 300-400:30-40 x 440-660:30-40 x 660

-2 - 4 :~30-40 x 440 :40 x 440·~660 :40··50 x 660-800
4 - 8 :40 x 440-600 :50 x 660-800 :50x 800

(x) Dimensions of borders are in feet.
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As has been indicated, the distribution of water over

a border is partially dependent upon the slope within it.

Althou@1 it is important that this slope be consistently

downward, it is not at all necessary that the slope be uniform

throughout the leng~h of the border. In fact, a very flat

grade for the first fifty feet in a border of o.ril.illEl.fY length

aids in the lateral spread.

Experience in California, which must be used with

reservations in Hawaii since local soils differ in many parti

culars from those on the mainland, indicates that acceptable

distribution within borders on varying soil types can be

secured if the grade wi thin the border is wi thin the following

limits:

Soil Typo Limiting Grades in Feet
per Hundred

Fine Sand 0.30 - 0.90

Sandy Loam 0.30 - 0.60

Clay Loam 0.20 - 0.50

Clay 0.10'- 0.30

In some cases e desirable layout in a field suggests

tho use of gr£'.des slightly in excess of those inclicated. The

resul ting ine qualities of dis tribution can be corrected to some

extent by building low auxiliary levees normal to the center

line of the border. The distribution can be somewhat improved

by extending such levees about three quarters of the distance

acres s the border at intervals of ab.out 100 feet and staggering

them Qown the length of the check. In cases where the available

grade is less than that indicated, the border method should be

abandoned and a method of irrigation \vhich. is more suitable to
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flat slopes ado pted.

The cost of preparing land for irrigation by the

border method depems upon so many variable factors that '

estimates of this cost are of Ii ttle value. With an easily

worked soil and a uniform grade which is naturally adapted to

this method the cost of the earthwork necessary for preparation

may be as low as $20 .00 per acre. Maximum costs are governed by

economic conditions. In general the' usual cost of ]Jr'eparing

land by irrigation by the border method ranges from $25.00 to

$75.00 per acre under mainland conditions. This estimate is

exclusive of the cost of ditch and headgate structures.

"The advantage of this method as a methcd of irrig atlon

may be summarized as follows:

(1) With skillfUl design and operation satisfactory moisture

distritution can be effected.

(2) The 1a bar cost of irrigating is low.

(3) Fewer lineal feet of supply ditch per acre are required

than with any other method used in intensive practice.

(4) The field is laid out in large blocks which can be

conveniently handled.

(5) The crop may be planted in straight rows or on a

rectangular pattern.

There are, however) several disadvantages which are

particularly pronounced under Hawaiian conditions.

(1) Relatively large heads of water are required for an

economic unit.

(2) The so il should be deep and: u~i:{O'I"lh VIi th respedt to
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_ pro ductivi ty in order tha. t inferti le sub so il may not be

exposed in the necessary leveling.
!

(3) The necessary land leveling is relatively costly and

requires the use of tools not ordinarily used in Hawaii.

The Basin Uethod of Irrigation

This method of irrigation is Widely used in Hawaii at

-present, but is limi ted to such crops as rice and taro which

require constant submergence. T11e basins are consequently built

on very heavy soils in order that losses by see-page may be

reduced.

The use of basins ne ed not be res,trlcted to this use;

on the mainland the method is used on all soil tY'Pes and with

all crops. The 'Principal limitation is that the original field

must be level enough to 'Permi t the building of a series of level

basins without prohibitive.earthwork.

Water should be delivered to every basin by moons of a

su-pply di tch. The practice of flooding a series of basins from

a single headgate by allowing separating levees to overflow is

not to be recommended except in the irrigation of crops of low

value on heavy land. Under such circumstances the reduction of

yield due to inequalities of distribution may be offset by the

saving in the simpler ditch system. In cases where grades are

very flat und 'where square basins may be used. 'to advantage, the

supply dit ches may be separated by a distance e cp,al to twice the

side of a basin. In such a case lleadgates may be instal1e d on

each side of such a di tch and vJater diverted into bas L'ls on ai the 1'"

Side. When the maximum slope in a field is as much as three or
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four tenths of a foot per hundred. and the main supply ditch

runs on or near the natural contour, this practice cannot be

used and a seIarate di tch must besu::?plied for each tier of

basins.

As with the border method, the uniform distribution

of water over a level basin depend.s upon its size and upon the

head of water available to it. Experience and observation must

again serve as guid.e8.

The following table based on mainland conditions may

be of value, although as suggested for a similar table for the

border method, it must be used wi th caution upon the unusual

s oils of Hawai i •

Suggested Sizes (x) for Basins for Use on Varying Soil Types
and. With Varying Heads of ~atar. (Based. upon California
Conditions, Not Applicable to Hawaii.)

··· S i J T '~,r· 0 p e
Head of . ·. •

Water Sands Loams ·. Clays···1 50 - 75 '75 - 100 100
1 - 2 75 - 100 100 ... 125 100 - 150
2 - 4 100 125 .. 150 150 - 200
4 - 8 100 - .125 150 - 200 200 - 225

(x) It is assumed that basins are to be square or nearly so.
The dimensions given are for one si de of this s quare and are
in feet.

The advantages of the use of basins as an aid in

irrigation may be tested as follows:

(1) They are suitable for use on grades which are too

flat for other methods.

(2) They are well ada~ted to soils which are ordinarily

difficul t to irrigate, such as the sand arid c1a¥s.
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(3) Uniform -penetration can be secured with correct

design and intelligent operation.

(4) The labor cos t of handling water is low..

Disadvantages are:

(1) More field ditching is reqUired than with other

methods under comparable conditions.

(2) A relatively large number of struotures is required

'P3' I' acre.

(3) The field is badly cut up by di tches and cultural

operations handicapped.

In view of the irregular topography of most of the

cane lands in Haw;,;;.ii, it is doubtful if the basin methed ever

comes into common practice. The methal finds its greatest use

in the desert flats on tl':e mainland or on the gently sloping
,

alluvial fans of great rivers. However, some possibilities of

local appl'ication suggest themselves. Basins may form a useful

supplement to the more standard .r.e thod and be most valuable

where the -present method is least efficient.

The Contour Basin Method

This methed finds its greatest use in areas of cheap

and abundant water, cheap land and a crop of low value. It is

used exclusively in extensive rice farming on the mainland. It

can never become widely used in Hawuii.

The bas ins in thl s case are not square, ncr are they

level. They are bourded on two sides by levees along contours,

and may differ in ele vation at th eir bases by as much a half a

foot. The other two sides are enclosed by leveesbuilt along the

side of the fi·eld or by rC-illdom lines through the field if th'e
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area is large.

The great, irregularly shaped area is flooted from

one end until the upper side is wetted. Since the lower s ide is

half a foo t lower tron the upper, the levee must be high enough

to carry this depth.

No ,claim for uniformit~T of distribution can be made

for thi s meth<X1. Its only advc.ntage lies in the cheapness of

the preparation necessary for it.

Methods 0 f Irr igation ",V i th Sugar Cane

The method of irrigation in common use needs no

description in this course. It is an interesting combination

of one of the furrow methods and flooding since it employs the

-principles of each. The method." of preparing land with a water

way between ad jacent rows of cane is e ssentieylly the same a s for

more standardized fun-ow methods. Yet the layout, when completed,

is operated as a basin system; but in this case the basins have

degenerated into narrow "watercourses" about thirty-five feet

long and some two feet wi de at the water level, v:hen flooded.

In its application to the steepest slo):B:s the local practice

approaches the method of contour basins as it is used in some of

the co stly, high producing avocado lands of sou the rn California.
-

How closely the 'distri bution from the usual. water

courses approaches that of a perfect irrigation as defimd earlier

in this lesson is not known. The existence of a dry zone between

adjacent water courses after an irrigat ion wculd be a decided

drawback to the general practice especially in areas limi ted,

perhaps by a shortQge of labor, to a long irrigation interval,
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for in such a case the potential soil moisture reservoir would

be limited. Nor could this limitation be removed by filling

the lines on each of two successive days. The water of the

second dc,y wo1l11d doubtlessly effect a deeper pene tration, but

an. increase in la tercl spr ead ""iDuld be very doubtful.

TIle present system lacks flexibili ty in other ways.

It is generally recognized that pl2nt cane during its early

months should be irrigated frequently and Ii gh tly. The Ifnes

to be irrigated must. be fil~d at each of these supposedly

light applicatiOn) there being 11ttle or no control over the

resulting -penetration. Flexibility and an undoubted saving

of water would. result if each filling of the lines could be

expected to fill the so il to nnximum water holding caps,ci ty to

a specified. depth, say two feet. For young cane a single

ap"Plication at tt.e required interval mig.l1.t suffice, while for

more deeply rooted stools two irrigatiom on successive days

wouJd increas e t he po te ntial root zo .lJe to four feet, a depth

which would, in popular belief be sufficient to include the

greater part of the root system. Opinion, however, seems to

hold that with the usual la~d preparation ea~h filling of the

lines wets the soil to four feet. If this be true, the

suggested improvement of practice is of no value.

Irrigation by overhead sprincling provides flexibilit,y

of operation, in addition to its other advant~ges which have

been set forth in the Planter's Record and elsewhere. The

development of this method into a practical plantation practice

del;\ends primarily upon the development of a su perlaI' type of
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sprinkler head. It is far easier to describe the characteris

tics of such a head than it is to design one.. It may be said,

however, that the future of overhead irrigation with sugar cane

lies in the hands of mechanical a.nd hydraulic engineers.
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LESSON VI

THE CO :NVEYANCE QF IRRIG.A.T ION WATER

l:..lthongh most problems of ditch and pipe line design

lie in the field 0 f irrigution engineer illg and are consequently

well tal{en cure of by men of training and ex-perience in the

engineering departments of plantation organizations, it is

highly desirable the.t agriculturists 8l1d irrigc.tion overseers

be sufficiently familiar with the basic principles involved

to -prepare suitable specif ications for the local vvork required

by maintenance and improvement. The basic concept'ions behind

all such problems are derived from the oretic al hydroul ics.

Few engineers at present, however, resort to first 'Principles

in the solution of -practical problems of this sort. Tables,

diagrams and empiricul formulas of sufficient accuracy have

been devised which form Valuable short cuts.

It is the 'Purpos e of th i s 1 es son "t? familiari ze the

student with the elements of these metmds and to revievoJ some

of the factors influencing the flow of water in open and closed

conduits. The student is warned against a too general ap1>11ca

tion of the formulas and tables included in this lesson•

. The Flow of Water in Open Ditches

One of the most commonly used equat ions for the

determination of velocities of water in 01>en ditches was

suggested by Che zy in 1775, and. is v =c~

where v =the n~an velocity of the stream in feet per
second



r := hydraulic radius :: cross sectioool area in Sf. ft.
wetted perimeter in linea feet

The wetted 'pe rimeter d.oe s not include the length of
the contJ.ct between the vHlter surface and the atmos
'Phere.

S := the sine of the angle of slope or the total full
in the ditch section divided. by its length.

c - a coefficient r,hich veries with the size and s1-.I1:1pe
. of the s treum, the ::11 terial of the bank end the

810 pe.

As an example of the use of this formula, 8UP'Pose a

wooden flurne is rectLn£,'Ulcr in section vl/ith a bottom width of

4 feet and a d.epth of vvater of 2 feet and is laid on a slope

of 1 foo t jJe r thousand. Here

s:= 1 = 0.001
1000

r = cross sectio~al area
wetted perimeter

... 4 x 2 := 1
4 f 2 f 2

v =:~~ '''C"\f.OO'l = 0.0316 c

The complete solution depends upon the numerical vEi.lue

of the const2,11t c. The complicated interrelation of the sever8l

factors 'shich determine its vB-lue 112.ve been .incorporf:1.ted into a·

second equEi.tion known 2.S Kutter's formula cud the nroper v2..1ue

of c may be computed 1,7hen t:l.e contributing vel ues are known•.

The Kutter formula in its usu.J.l form is:
,...

41.65 f .00281
c :: S

f 1.811
n

1 f-£ < 41.65 f .00281
-vr- ( s

In this expression S 2.nd r :,;,8,.ve the meanings indic8.ted

for the Chezy fonnula .,."h11e 11. is 2.. numerical constant ~.'lh.i.c,h is

indicative of relativec1egrees of ret<.:.rdance to flovJ due to the
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material of sides and bottom. Much of the engineering litera.ture

dealing with stream flow has to do with the evaluation of' this

constant.

One schedule of vEt.lues of n, which may be used, is as

follows:

n = 0.010 for plaster of "pure cement
=0.012 for unplaned timber
=0.015 for rough brick=0.0225 for canals in earth, good order
::' 0.025 for canals in earth, fair order
= 0.030 for cEt.nals in earth, bad order,
= 0.035 for caml s in eartfi~encumberedwith debris

Returning to the illustrative e;xample vIe a.re nON in a

position to complete the determination of the velooity through

the flume for c can be determined by seJa cting the proper value

of n, which in this case v"ould be 0.012 al1d substituting this,

and other volues in Kutter's formula, thus

41.65 t 0~00281 t 1.811
c = .001 0.012 =127

0.012 ( 0;\00281 ),
1 t -vl ( 41. 65 F700~ :.)

and v:: 0.0316 x 127 =4.01 feet ~er second.

Tables 2nd charts for the solution of KutterTs formula

eliminate the tedious arithmetic involved in the solution above.

An es~ecially useful table for this determilli~tion is to be

found in King c:..nd Wisler, ItHydraulics, If as listed in the

collateral readir~.

Since the discharge from 2~y water conduit is e~ual

to the product of its cross sectional area and the mean velocity

of the water within it, the capacity of our flume becomes 4.01

x 8 :: 32. 08 cubic feet ·per second.
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Small Ditch nesign

Al though the method. of the problem used for il1ustratior

is of considerable v81ue in engineering 'P.!'8.ctice, such as in

determining the probable discharge of mtural streams when n can

be closely estimated, irrigation ~roblems usually have to do

with the required ditch section for the conveyance of a given

quantity of water on a s~ecified location. Such a ~roblem is
,

essenti~ly one of "cut and try" methods. The area of the

section is, of course, subject~o adjustment, but as the section

is changed, the values of the hydraulic ra.dius cr.ange. and so does

the value of c in the Chezy formula. As usual in engineering

practice, short: cuts br",ve been devised which eliminate a great

deal of the adjustment suggested above. One of these, especially

pre-pared for use with irrigation <litches of small size, is given

in the table on 'Page 100.

This table is based upon the assumption that ditch

sections are to be tra'PGzoidcl in section, the bottom being

level and strai;ht and side slo~es being It to 1, that is, one

foot up to 113 out. Natural earth fills usually assume such

slopes. A valu e 0 f 0.020 is used for n.

Although the use of this table is evident, an

illustration may be of value~ Su~~ose 2. ditch .is to carry 16

c.f.s. on a slope of 0.50 feet "per 1000. Here at least two

possibilities ~esent themseives. The ditch may have a 5 foot

bottom .:nd carry water 1.7 feet deep, the resulting veloci ty

being 1.15 feet per second, or the bottom may be 4 feet wide,

water about 1.9 feet deep and the resulting velocity about

1.15 feet per second. The first alternative v.ould, doubtlessly,
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Capacities and Velocities o£ fypical Farm Ditches
Side Slopes It:l Kutter's n = .030

Bottom Width.= 2.0 Feet
Depth Area S=O.OC}O1. S-0.0005 3=0.001 S=0.002 S=0.004 S=0.005 3=0.01

of Sq.
Water Ft. V Q, V Q. V Q. V Q. V Q. V Q V Q.

0.4 1.04 0.14 0.15 0.36 0.37 0.52 Q.54 0.74 0.77 1.1 1.14 1.2 1.25 1.7 1.7
0.6 1.74 0.20 0.35 0.48 0.84 0.70 1.22 1.0 1.74 1.5 2.61 1.6 2.78 2.2 3.8
0.8 2.5E: 0.&::4 0.61 0.57 1.46 0.84 2.15 1.2 3.07 1.7 4.35 1.9 4.86 2.6 6.6
1.0 3.50 0.2'7 0.95 0.67 2.35 0.97 3.39 1.4 4.90 1.9 6.65 2.2 7.70 3.0 ll.2
1.2 4.56 0.32 1.46 0.'18 3.55 1.1 5.02 1.6 7.29 2.2 10.0 2.5 11.4 3.6 16.4
1.4 5.74 0.34 1.95 0.84 4.82 1.2 6~89 1.7 9.76 2.4 12.6 2.? 15.5 3.8 21.8

Bottom Width ~. 3.0 Feet _.
Deptn Axes. 3=0.0001 S"'0.0005 S-O.OOl S-0.002 S-0.004 ~=0.005 S=O.Ol

of' Sq.
Water Ft. V . Q V Q V Q. V Q V Q V Q V Q
0.8 3.36 0.25 0.84 0.63 2.12 0.91 3.05 1.3 4.37 1.8 6.0b 2.0 6.72 2.~ 9.74
1.0 4.50 0.30 1.3~ 0.72 3.24 1.0 4.50 1.5 6.75 2.1 9.45 2.3 10.3 3.3 14.8
1.2 5.76 0.34 .91 0.82 4.72 1.2 6.91 1.7 ).79 2.4 ],3.8 2.6 15.0 3.8 n..9
1.4 7.14 0.38 .7 0.91 6.50 ,1.3 9.28 1.8 1.: .8 12.6 118.6 2.8 20.0 4.1 9.3
1.6 8.64 0.41 .54 1.0 8.64 1.4 12.1 2.0 r .3 2.9 ~5.1 3.2 2'7.6 4.b )8.8
1.8 flO.26 0.45 .62 1.1 1l.3 1.5 115.4 2.2 22.6 3.0 ZO.8 3.4 34.9 4.8 a:9.3

Bottom Width = 4.0 Feet
Depth Area S=O.OOOl ti-0.0005 S-O.OOl !S=0.002 3=0.004 s=o.( 05 3=0.01
of Sq.

-vater Ft. V Q V Q V Q V Q. V Q V Q V Q.
1.':1: 8.54 0.4.0 3.38 .0.97 8.15 1.3 10.9 1.9 16.1 2.7 2Z.S 2.9 G4.5 4.4 37.2
.L.b I.LU.i:: :t IU.4~ .40 1.0 10.2 1.4 14.3 2.1 21.5 2.9 m.7 3.2 32.8 4.7 48.1
.L.t; 1.2. C 0.47 .67 1.1 13.3 L.6 19.3 ,.• 3 27.7 3.2 28.6 3.6 43.4 5.0 60.3
t. .0 1.4.l ..J O. t)1 .1.4 1.2 16.8 [1. 7 23.8 .• 4 33.6 3.4 47.6 3.8 53.2 5.4 75.b
t. .2 1.6.06 O. 54 8.67 1.2 19.3 1.8 28.9 .5 40.1 3.6 57.8 4.0 64.2 5.7 91.5

ill: .4: rol8.24- 0.57 0.4 1.3 23.7 1.9 34.7 .'1 49.2 3.8 ~9.3 bI:..2 76.6 6.0 tlO9

I ,

oo
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~::n _nl

Bottom Width 5 feet
I I

Depth l.Al'ea J='O. OQOl Is=o. OOQ' I f ~o 001 s=Q • AD, S=O .00" I s=.o . no"

w~~er ~t__;} ~ y . " 'L I Q._ " I" J. I" " " " "
1.6 tf,}~ 0.45 5.33!l.l l3.0 l.¥,?..a.:~4.~ 3,: 36.7 ~.4 4,0.34:9 : 5S{OI

1.8 13,.t-2_ 0.~9 6.79 1.2 16.6 1,!L~ 22~J 2 ...7) 131 ...i- 3.6 45.7 ~.7 51.3 5.2 72.0\
_2.0 16.~'.9 0.51 8.48,1.2 19.2 1.8! 2.8.8 -! 2. 5:J'4Tf: O. 3.5 ::>6.0 3.9 62.4 5.6 89.61

2.2 18.26 0.56 10.2 1.3 23 .. 7 1.8 132.9 2.6 147.5 3.7 67.6 4.1 74.9 5.9 107
2.4 20.E4 0.59 JR'.2 1.4 28.9 1.9139.2 2.8 157.8 3.9! 80.5 4.4 90.8 6.2 128

2.6 2.3014 0.62 14.3' 1.5 34.7 2.0 J46.3 2.9!67.1 4.1 J94.9 4.6 106.4 6.5 150

Bottom Width 6 feet

I
r-I
o
r-I
I

1. f

-
8::0.0001 8=0.0005 8=0.001 8=0.002 3=0.004 3=0.005 3:0.01

i

V Q, V Q, V 0 V I n 1T I rn v () v 'L
0 0.54 9.7 1.3 23.4 1.7 30.6 2.5 45.0 3.6 ,64.8 4.1 !'73.8 5.7 103

6 0.57 11.7 1.3 26.6 1.9 38.9 2.7 55 .. 2 3.8 77.7 4.3 87.8 6 .. 0 123

4 0.61 14'.1 1. ,1 32.3 2.0 46.1 2.9 66.8' ,LO 92.2 4.6 106 6.4 147

4 0 .. 65 16.7 1.5 38.6 2.1 54.1 3.0 I '/7.2 4.2 108 4.8 124 6.7 172

6 0.67 19.1 1.6 45.7 2.2 62.8 3 .. 1 88.5 4.4 125 4.9 140 7.0 200

0 0.71 22.1 1.6 50.4 2.3 69.3 3.3 tL04 " 4.6 145 5.1 161 7.3 230



be the more desirable.

AllovBble Velocities in O~en Ditches

As has been sD_mested in previous lessons, Ra;waiian

soils are peculiar in m::.:.uy of their l ... elatiol1s to soil moisture.

They are ~so peculiar in their resistance to erosion. The

oaximum velocity in open, unlined ditches in soils of more common

occurrence is under careful control to guard. the ditch bottom

from washing. Such maXim1.lffi, tolerable velocities are usuall~l

given as 1 foot p~r second for sandy soils ~ln 4 feet per second

for stiff clays. Hawaiian soils seem to offer no such restric

tions, velocities as great as 10 feet per second without erosion

of sides and bottom being common.

The Flow of Yiater in Pipe Lines

It is common knm-;ledge tr.at pressure is lost in the

transference of "'later tt...rough closed. conduits. It is equally

true that pressure lost in overcomi~g friction in the conduit is

directly proportional to the length of piDe involved, ~rovided,

of course, ttat the conG.uit is uniform in size a.no. materi2.1

tlJrougho1.lt its 1 ength. Thus, if one knm'l the fri'btioll los s in

a certain size of pipe for ~ certsin flo~ in a biven length, say

100 or 1000 feet, r...e oi[llt compute the pressure drop in 8.ny

length of pi"oe under similar c~l1d.itions. But here the propor

tionality ceases. Dcublil1G the flo,,;'! does not double the

"Pressure loss nor toes cr..anging the cliaineter of the 1)ip8 8.ffect

the pressure 10 ss 'Per uni t length in eny s impl e rat ion. It is

eviclent tha t t.~e no. ture of the interlor of th e pipe is s ignif i can i-
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and relations between pressure loss, size of pipe and quantities

delivered in unit time for wood stave pi-pe v','ould be useless in

problems involving steel pipe.

Pressure losses in pipes of different materials and

with different rates of flow cannot be determined exce-pt by

experiment. Such exper iments, if carefully done, are both

elaborate and costly. Most of the pipe materials commonly used

for the conveyance of irrigation water have now been adequately

studied and the results publimed in such convenient form that

one is inclined to minimize the detail of their preparation.

Such tables are to be found in standard books and bulletins

on hydraulics and in engineering handbooks. For this rea.son they

are not reproduced tere; references will be found in the collateral

reading.

Regardless of the form in Vlthi ch this rna terial is

presented, it contains the inter-relation between thr ee factors:

the diameter of the pi~e in feet or inches, the rate of flow in

one or more of the units discussed in Lesson II and the pressure

loss per unit length. This pressure loss may be expressed in

equivalent feet of water or in pounds per square inch. A

lZonvenlent eq:J.ivalent is that a pressure of 1 pound per square

inch is equivalent to the pressure exerted by a column of water

2.31 feet high. The unit of length in friction tables may be

either 100 feet or 1000 feet. It is always carefully specified.

When tables of this sort are available the pressure

difference required for the delivery of given fluantities of water

through level pipe lines is _simply determined, while similar

determinations for lines on a sl o-pe are not much more complex.

If such lines run uphill, the specified difference in -pressure
Lc _1 ()~- £ 22£1£"



between the inlet and the outlet must still exist and since the

elevation at the inlet is less thc.n thct at the outlet, the

required pressure difference mus t be c.dded to the difference in

elevation to effect the desired flow. I~ the line extends down

a slope, the required pressure d.ifference m[~ be entirely ab

sorbed by the difference in elevation.

There are other causes for pressure loss than that

indicated above. ElbOWS, bends and abru-pt changes of diameter,

even "'Jhen the d iame ter is increased, all tend to increase

resistance to flow ani consequently should be carefully

considered in a complete design. Such fittings are, however,

rather rare in the simple problems falling within the scope of

this le sson and will not be consi dered here. These losses are

discussed a.nd evwuated in hydr811lic texts and eng1.neering hand

books to Which the student is referred.

~Yr.es of Irrigation Pipe in Common Use

Concrete Pipe

Although concrete pipe is seemingly unpopular and but

little used in Hawaii, it plays a large part in water conserva

tion -programs elsewhere. Whether this unpopulari t~; is due to

some deteriorating effect of loc::;l soils or inexperience in

manufac ture and lay ing is not knO\m.

For many years such pipe was made in two foot le.ngths,

concrete being cast by hand tamping, or by machine, between

removable forms of that length. More modern pipe is centr ifugall:y

cast and may come in lengths as long as eight feet. Such pi-pe

may carry reenforcing of heavy wire to supply additional tensile
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strength. Concrete pi -p e is usually e qui pped wi thbell and s-pigot

joints which may be cemented together in the field. Considerable

ex-perience is required for good work.

All manner of control and outlet fittings are available

from manufacturers 7mo spedialize in irrigation equipment.

Woo d stave Pipe

Recent improvements in methods of manufacture of wood

stave pi-pe have led to great increases in use. Being well adapted

to low heads and large diameters, such pipe has proved to be one

of the best and cheapest means of condmting large volumes of water

from the source of supply to the place of use. It finds a

particular field of usefulness in the construction of inverted

siphons. It is likewise well ada-pted to rolling ground where the

bUilding of canals on grade might be impractical. In its smaller

sizes it is o-rten uS9d in irrigation distribution.

Wood stave pipe falls into two general classes. These

are (1) continuous \~:ood stave pipe which is assembled in the field

from carefully milled staves and (2) machine banded pipe which is

delivered in assembled sections which can be joined. together by

means of spe clally designed. couplings.

Pipe of this sort has not enjoyed great popularit,y in

Hawaii except in a few Widely scattered areas. Wood. boring bees

seem to attack the pipe·r..adly, causing local ~eas of weakness;

when buried, the material seems to be short-lived.

Steel Pipe

This material is rarely used in irrigation except for

long lines with few branches. Its lightness for given strength is

often an advantage when proposed loc ations are relatively
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inaccessible. The use of steel pipe for distribution within a

field is limited to screw pipe which C2~ be supplied in

diameters up to 12 inches. Such material is costly and is only

used when water of high value is b eint; used. Groves in southern

California, irrigated with d.ome stic water, use some screw pipe

for distribution."

Surf'ace Pipe

The distri bution of water by surface pipe is resorted

to when seepage losses must be eliminated and. when lined ditches

and concrete pipe lines are unavailable. Such pipe may be made

of ten foot sections of galvanized iInn pipe of an appropriate

gage provided with quickly detachable joints, or of waterproof

canvas sewed into hose. Since there is unavoidable loss of

pressure in t.1.e distribution of water with surface pipe, this

method of conveyance is ordinarily used in conjunction with

pumping plants.

Pipe of this sort is not yet used. in Hawaii, although

galvanized iron surface pipe may be of value in the elimination

of seepage losses from unlined ditches.

Losses of Water in Conveyance in Open Ditches

Expo sed water surfaces are cl ways subject to losses by

evaporation, the magnitude of this loss depenQing upon the

temperature, relative humidity <md wind velocity. AlthOUgh

such losses may be great under certain conditions, there is

Ii ttle that can be done to prevent them. Deep, narrow ditches

might reduce this loss by exposing a relatively sna11 water

surfaoe to ev~poration, but the evident disadvantages accruing
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fro'm secti ons of thi s shape are usually out of 1 ine with the

saving effected.

A much greater source of loss in unlined ditches

lies in seepage. This is especially true in Hawaii where factor3

making for evaporation are not excessive and where water rapidly

penetrates the usual cane soils, al though those soils are similar

to clays in other respects.

Fortier gives the following as factors which determine

the seepage losses in unlined cane,ls:

(1) Size and shape of soil particles.

(2) The possihility of silt deposits on sides and bottom.

(3) The relation of wetted perimeter to other hydraulic
elements.

(4) Depth of water in conduit.

(5) Velocity of water in conduit.

(6) The possible inflow of seepage water.

{7} Temperature of soil and water.

Although the factors listed above may all be of

importance in ditch seepage, it has been found impossible to

correlate tr~m into an algebraic expression which might be used

to determine seepage if the contributing factors were kncwn.

Prevention of Seepage Losses
I

Methods of minimizing 10 sses of water by seepage fall

into three classes:

{l} Puddling the bare earth in sides and bottom of the
canal.

(2) Lining the section with impervious material.

(3) Adding water resisting material to sides and bottom.
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Of these, the first r~s been tried in Hawaii land found

ineffective. Importing trae clays which might be used as a

rough coating for the expos ad surfaces of ditches and reservoirs

and tJ:ien puddling the soft lining b:r tramping when wet has been

suggested but never tria d. l1.t best, the puddled lining is

impermanent and rapidly loses its impervi ous nature upon

successive wetting and drying.

Concrete linings are water tight, when well built, and

costly; Such linings are usually cast in place, the carefully

finished ditch section being used for the outer form, although

pre-cast concrete slabs may be assembled and cemented together

in the required position.

Thin plaster linings of concrete over a reenforcing of

coarse wire screen is unpopular in Hawaii, although extensively

and satisfactorily used elsewhere. Such linings need not be

more than 3/4 of an inch thick and., when well laid, are

impervious. The local difficulty may be due to a rapid rusting

out of the reenforcing rna terial with consequent loss of strength.

~n spite of its bad reputation under Hawaiian conditions, the

plaster lining has promise ani should be more carefullyinvesti

gated.

The use of 01 Is and asphalts as a means of waterproof

ing ditch sections is in the. experimental s-tage. Crude oil is

sometimes applied by means of the e qui pment employed in road

sprinkling. This rraterial may either be incorporated into the

surface by means of hand tools or allowed to form a continuous

surface coat. In neither case CUll permanence be expected. Much

of the oil is washed aWD¥ with the first us e of the canal, while
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hardy weeds which ere not killed by such an application break ur

the impI' egna ted su~face soil to such an extent that little

protection against seepage 10 sses is evident •. The us e of

asphalt" even when applied hot., as in ,road work, is subject to

the same limitation.

One of the large oil companies, which nt one time did

considerable advertising aimed towqrd increasing the use of oil

and oil praiucts in di tch linings, ros now withdrawn from the

. field •. None of their products possessed sufficient structural

strength to withstand the thrust of vigorous weeds beneath the

lining.

The problem of ditch lining in Hawaii is an open one.

Experimental work in this field would doubtlessly be of value.
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LESSON VII

IRRIGATION CONTROL Jilin EXPERllv~NTATION

Experimentation in irrigation falls into two general

~ields which seem widely separated with respect to the point

of view and training of the investigator, although both tend

toward the same end. All agri cuI tural research aims tovvard the

production of crop plants or aninml products with the lowest

cost per unit of product. This is true with in~Btigational

work in irrigation. There are, in general, two ways in which

irrigation costs entering into crop production may be lowered.

One lies in providing irrigation water at an ever decreasing

cost per unit volume. Such work lies within the ~ield of the

irrigation engineer and in Hawaii, is well handled. The

construction of dams for' the storage of cheap flood waters, the

construction of aqueducts from areas of cheap and abundant

water to irrigable lands and the constant improvement in
.'•

pumping efficiencies 8.1"0 all bits of evidence of the activity

of the irrigation engineer in providing the plantations with

water at a low unit cost. A discussion of the methods invoN ed

Ii es outside the s cope of this course. Such me thods result from

a carefully studied balance of engineering feasibility and rigid

economics.

The other field lies in the economic use of water on

the 1>lantation itself. Each uni t of water delivered to a plan,.

tation ditch should be so distributed that maximum returns, in

terms of dollars, should acorue to the plantation. And in this
-distribution lies the field of the irrigation agricult~ist.
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His problem is complicated by the fact that maximum production

per acre is not his aim. He mus,t distri bute water in such a way

too t the dollar return from tl:e snt ire plc.ntation should be as

great as possible. And the basis for this distribution is not

as yet well understood.

In general, the irrigation engineer works from known

principle s of engineeri!'..g ana. economics. The modern irrigation

agriculturist, especially on Hawaiian plantations, is a research

worker. He must discover principles as well as apply them. He

shoul d pas sess ~some knowle dge of plan t physiology; he must be

resourceful; he must be capable of accurate instrumental manipu

lation end be f~~iliar with methods of interpretation. And

above all he should enter into his work with an open mind.

Soil Moisture Control

If the principles of Lesson IV can be applied to the

production of sugar cane, it mlgnt be assumed that the distribu

tion of irrigation water could best bemsed upon detailed studies

of the actunl soil moisture content in the individual fields.

If this policy is adopted, irrigation might be so timed that the

soil moisture content in each f leld is kept between the maximum

water holding c8:p~"city f.nd the vrilting point, the detc.ils of such

intensive sampling for moisture content forming 0. perfect soil

moisture history for the field. Except for the questionable time

of maturing, we have some evidence, mainly from other crops, that

such a distribution would result in maximum production and that

any departures from the progrn;llMwould either result inwo.ste of

water or in un unescapable loss of growing time.
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Such a plan of irrigation control is in use in many

high producing irrigated areas~ In southern California, com

mercial firms undertake to advise with resp3ct to dates and

abundance of irrigation, this advice being based upon intensive

so 11 sampling and the determination of the controlling soil

moisture constants. The policy is, of course, used in the

irrigation control of many orchards under irrigation experimen

tation.

This control requires a high degree of care and

Judgment for satisfactory results. If the soil in question were

ideally uniform and carried a uniform root concentration, the.
problem would become relatively simple. For in such a cese one

soil sample, for soil moisture d.etermination; would be as reli

able as many. And the soil moisture history of a large area

might be accurately determined by single samples taken, from time

to time, at the most convenient point.

It is well known that no soils a~e sufficiently uniform

to permi t such treatment. Loc'a! areas may differ widely in wate!'

holding c~pacity, the required frequency o~ irrigation being

oonsequently variable at different points in the field. The

required number of samples per acre increases greatly as the

inLerent soil variabilit,y increases, and the oare required.in

sampling increases in the same ratio. Another factor which might

confuse this sort of control is t.be variability in root concen

t~ation which may be expected in row crops, especially when such

rows are as widely spaced as in cane. Samples taken from the

bottoms of lines where the concentration of feeding roots might

be expected. to be relatively low would not baa fair ind.icati on

of average moisture content in tho field, for the rate of s:> il
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mqitture depletion there would b::: rele.tively slow; and an

l;.-rlgation schedule based upon such sampling would be faul ty.

Theoretically such irrigation contra 1 is ideal t

although in practice mcny considerations require such refine

ments Uld detail that the cost may be out of line with the

benefi ts. On uniform soils, esp3 cially when the' basin methai

of irrigation is used and when economic considerations justify

it, this method of irrigation control seems to have great

promise. Some of the commercial fims operating upon this

principle take ~ll their samples froma anall part of the

area in which they are interested. They assume that the results

of such sampling will be consistent and indicative of conditions

under the larger pie ce. They seem to prefer a relatively

accurate record of a small area than the results from wi de S'J]:' ead

sampling which can be interp:'eted only with difficulty, if at

all.

Veihmoyer refines this practice still more and sample s

at each tree in an orchard. Samples are taken within one foot of

permanent stakes driven ullier the sldrts· of the trees in the

sampled blocks. Successive samplings 0.1'0 distributed in such a

way around these stakes and at such short distances from them

that each may be unaffected by the hole remaining from the pre

vious sampling ani the observed moisture content be indioative

of that in a very smell area. Even with this refinement

.inconsistencies often appear, these being attributed to minor

varia. tlons in soil type wi thin the cl os ely limited zones of

sampling •

However, such irtigatfon control is rapidly becoming
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popular where economic conditions Justify it.

Interval Control

Irrigation control based upon observations of the

effect of varying irrigction intervals upon the cane's growth
~ .

1~ more popular in Hawaii than the more detailed methods

.involved in soil-moisture control. No assumptions from plant

physiology are required., nor is soil sampling equipment

necessary for irrigation control based. upon intervEl test.

Here sugar cane, in test 'Plots, is irrigated at· varying

intervc.ls, the .best resul ts us measured in the rate' of cane

growth f1...nd by observntion being c.pplied to the larger fields.

It, is pure ly empir iC<ll. A1 though s 1m p1e in cone epti on a.nd

inexpensive in operation, this 'Plan gives vuuable remIts under

commercial' conditions. Moreover, some of the best results

obtained from this method find ~onsiderab1e substantiation in

the argument of plant' and "vater rela tlons dis cussed in Lesson

IV.

Irrigation Research

As has been indicated, n.roblems in irrigation research

cover a '.vide field, Many pure sciences contribute methods of

use in their attack ('.no.. soil 'Physicists, chemis ts c.nd plant

ph,y81 ologists are consta.ntly dls covering new principles which

·are directly applicable by the research wo~ker in irrigation.

Perh;,:1:ps the most valuable b it or research work with

an unstudied crop lies in determining the waterreqlirement of

too t cro p. For thi s rat 10 vvhen determine 0.. und~r. normal growing
..

conditions is the only possible common denominator by which
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relative efficiencies of irrigation distribution can be gaged.

In general, this problem requires the attention of

an investigational agencry. The equipment is heavy and. costly.

The work is confining and attendance charges are correspondingly

heavy. This work wi th respect to sugar cane is being done at

Walpio and if env!ronr.lontal cond! tions here can be asmmed as

comparable to these over the entire coastal area from Red Hill

to Ewa on Oahu, the reaul ts may be applicable to a considerable

part of the cane pro due ing area on that island. The resul ts

from Waipio will presumably prove unreliable in other dls tricts,

whereenvironme.ntal factors make for Et more or 10 S8 rapid

tre.nspirati on rate and. the facter of water used to sugar produce(

must necessc.rily be adjusted or redetermined for other condit10nr

Other problems of research in irrigation immediately

suggest themselves. The field 1s particularly wide in a study

of soil and moisture relations in view of the peculiar

characteri stics of these highly colloidal so lls. Such problems

as the reliability of the moisture equivalent in the determina

tion of the maximum VJatcrholdlng co.paci t y, the wilting coo ffi

clent together vlith its relation to the moisture equivalent

and cEpia!Llary phenome no. are all ferti le and almost untouched

fields for research in HavJD.il.. And progress must be Clade in

011 of ·them before commercial irrigation in the islands can be

pu t under d!:1finite rat! ont..l contro 1.

Plantation Investigation

However, such 'Prob~ems are hI gilly ab stract. ,AI though

each finding way be considered as a real contribution, it may

not be of m'Jch practical value v1hen considered alone. Uoreover,
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the ecp.ipment and detail

outside the sco~e of the

\\.. .

\ .

involved puts such studies rather
...4

agricultural departments of commercial

=

planto.tions un1e sa s1,)8cial circuflstances oxist.

Such de~artments ~~y find an adequate field in more

practioal 'Pr...ases of the same general problem of the economic

use of existing water resources. In many places a study of

an elimination of seepage losses in transmission promises greater

return in terms of doll!l.rs to a plan tation than any of the more

theoretical studies listed above, while in others equitable

distribution in conditions of difficult topograPhY forms a
•

challenge worthy of great skill and resot~oefUlness. Distribu

tion immediately suggests overhead sprinkling. As has been

suggested there is a field here not only for the investigator

but. also f'or the inventor.
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